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THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL MODELING OF A SCROLL 
VORTEX INTAKE 
S.N. CHAN 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Institute for Advanced Study,  
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong, China, treechansn@ust.hk  
Abstract: Scroll vortex intakes are vortex drop structures commonly used in water supply, drainage 
and sewerage systems, characterized by a vortex chamber with its wall curling inwards to the 
dropshaft and a horizontal bottom. The stormwater flows into the intake via an eccentrical approach 
channel, which imparts vortex motion to the flow, forming a swirling vortex flow with a stable air 
core through the center of dropshaft. Over past decades, much effort has been devoted to investigating 
the scroll intake vortex flow, yet the understanding and predictions of the vortex flow is still far from 
complete due to a lack of detailed investigation on its velocity field and air core characteristics. In 
this work, a three-dimensional (3D) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model using the Volume-
of-Fluid (VOF) method is used for investigating the complex flow of a scroll vortex intake. The CFD 
model predictions are validated with detailed flow profile, flow velocity and air core measurements 
on a physical hydraulic model. It is found that the vortex flow in the scroll chamber resembles a free 
vortex and the circulation is approximately equal to that at the inlet to the chamber, with a thin bottom 
boundary layer. For the vortex flow at the bellmouth outlet, the tangential velocity distribution 
satisfies a Rankine vortex. Furthermore, the vortex flow at the bellmouth outlet possesses a circulation 
constant which is smaller than that in the chamber. 
Keywords: scroll vortex intake, swirling flow, air-core, Volume-of-Fluid method. 
INTRODUCTION 
Scroll vortex intakes are vortex drop structures used in water supply, drainage and sewerage systems. 
A scroll vortex intake (c.f. Fig. 1) is characterized by a vortex chamber with its wall curling inwards 
to the dropshaft and a horizontal bottom. The water flows into the intake via an eccentrical approach 
channel. Thus the intake can impart the vortex motion to the flow and then a swirling vortex flow 
with a stable air core is formed along the dropshaft. The air core acts as a chimney for the air trapped 
into the approaching flow to escape freely, and the extended path of water motion increases the energy 
dissipation of the flow. Therefore, such vortex intakes usually possess the hydraulic characteristics 
of low air entrainment and high energy dissipation.  
The concept of scroll intake design was first introduced by DRIOLI (1947). Since then, much effort 
has been devoted to predict the scroll intake vortex hydraulic characteristics. Past investigation 
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heavily depends on physical hydraulic models and the idealized vortex flow pattern for modeling the 
flow process (JAIN and KENNEDY, 1983; LEE et al. 2006; MULLIGAN et al. 2016). A standard 
design of scroll intake geometry has been proposed by DRIOLI (1969) and JAIN and ETTEMA 
(1987). A deeper understanding of the vortex flow process in scroll intakes promotes the attempts for 
reaching a rational approach for scroll intake design. VIPARELLI (1950) proposed a semi-empirical 
approach for predicting the head-discharge relationship of scroll intake. ACKERS and CRUMP 
(1960) proposed an analytical approach for scroll intakes by assuming the vortex flow satisfies a free 
vortex model. PICA (1970) proposed an improved semi-empirical solution that predicts the head-
discharge relationship, later simplified into a dimensionless form by HAGER (1985). However, the 
prediction of the air core size by many of these theoretical models fails to agree well with experiment 
and field observation data. The scarce data of the detailed vortex flow field in literature make it 
difficult to develop a more accurate rational model for hydraulic design of scroll intakes. GUO (2012) 
measured, for the first time, the detailed flow field of a typical scroll intake design using Laser 
Doppler Anemometry (LDA). Based on the experimental data, the theory of ACKERS and CRUMP 
(1960) is considered the most justified, and an improved model is proposed.  
 
Attempts have been made to model the air-water flow in vortex intake problems using three-
dimensional (3D) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models with the Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) 
method. Using VOF, the interface between the water and air can be located and tracked when it moves 
through the computational domain. CHAN et al. (2018) used a 3D CFD model to study the detailed 
flow structures of a stable tangential vortex intake. The model prediction was validated with 
measurements of head-discharge, air core and velocity profiles, which sheds light on the physics of a 
tangential vortex intake. An empirical relationship was also established for predicting air core size 
according to the flow and geometry of the intake.  
 
This paper presents the 3D CFD modeling results of a scroll vortex intake of typical design. The 
numerical model results are validated against flow profile, velocity and air core measurements on a 
physical model of a scroll vortex intake. In this paper, the details of the CFD model are first presented; 
the numerical model results are then discussed and compared with experimental measurements. 
 
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS MODEL 
The scroll vortex intake model investigated in this study is designed based on the standard geometry 
recommended by DRIOLI (1969). Fig. 1a schematically shows the geometry and key dimensions of 
the scroll vortex chamber. The chamber wall consists of four arcs with decreasing radii in the flow 
direction. The center of each arc is offset from the dropshaft center by a certain distance, which is 
determined by an eccentricity e = (B + s)/7, where B = 0.167 m, approach channel width, and s = 27 
mm, offset distance between the approach channel wall and the chamber wall. The radius of each arc, 
R1 to R4, is then determined by following relations (Eq. 1):  
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R4 = D/2 + δ + a + e, R3 = R4 + e, R2 = R3 + 2e, R1 = R2 + 2e, Δ = R1 + e - B/2  (1) 
 
In Eq. (1), the dropshaft diameter, D = 0.12 m; radius of curvature of the dropshaft entrance, δ = 0.052 
m; distance between the top of bellmouth and the chamber wall, a = 0.028 m; and the eccentricity 
between the approach channel and the dropshaft, Δ = 0.25 m. B and D are first determined based on 
the design discharge. Then Δ, s and a are chosen based on structural considerations. Finally e and R1 
to R4 are determined based on Eq. (1). Experimental measurements of flow profile, velocity field and 
air core sizes of such scroll vortex intake design has been reported by LEE et al. (2006) and GUO 
(2012). 
 
Fig. 1 – (a) Geometry definition of a scroll vortex intake, (b) 3D view of the computational mesh. 
 
(a) (b) 
 
The VOF model (HIRT and NICHOLS, 1981) predicts water flows with a free surface by solving a 
single set of momentum equations and tracking the volume fraction of water and air throughout the 
domain. The tracking of the interface between the phases is accomplished by the solution of the 
transport equation for the volume fraction of water phase αw (Eq. 2): 
 
0)()( =⋅∇+
∂
∂ Uwwwwt
ραρα  (2) 
A single momentum equation is solved throughout the domain, and the resulting phase-averaged 
velocity field U = (u, v, w) is shared among the phases (Eq. 3). 
Plan view
Elevation view
x
z
Approach flow 
channel
Scroll chamber
Dropshaft
Bellmouth
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 (3) 
where the air-water mixture density, ρ = (1-αw)ρa + αwρw; µT is the dynamic molecular viscosity 
obtained from a k-ε turbulence model; P is the pressure; the gravitational acceleration vector, g = 
(0,0,-9.81) m/s2; ρw and ρa are water and air densities, respectively. The air-water interface is defined 
at water volume fraction αw = 0.5. 
 
The governing equations (2) and (3), and the k and ε equations of the turbulence model were solved 
numerically in the CFD software of ANSYS FLUENT 15 (ANSYS INC., 2013). A second order 
upwind advection scheme was used for momentum and density, while a first order upwind advection 
scheme was used for k and ε. The volume fraction equation is spatially discretized using the Modified 
High Resolution Interface Capturing (HRIC) Scheme in FLUENT. Convergence for each time step 
was declared when the normalized residual is less than 10-4 for all variables.  
 
An unstructured boundary-fitted model grid was used (Fig. 1b). The computational mesh has 69,944 
grid cells with hexahedral cells for the approach channel and dropshaft, and triangular-prismatic cells 
for the scroll chamber with mesh refinement close to the dropshaft wall. The minimum grid size near 
the dropshaft wall region is 2 mm. Mesh convergence was tested using a fine mesh with 436,880 
cells. The differences on the predicted approach flow depth, air core size and swirling velocity are 
less than 5%. 
 
The computational model has three open boundaries: the inlet, the outlet of the vortex dropshaft, and 
the top atmospheric boundary. The upstream inflow of the approach channel is prescribed with the 
total water flow rate and a head discharge relationship at the inlet of the model measured 
experimentally. The upper boundary of the CFD model is prescribed with zero gauge 
pressure/atmospheric pressure. The dropshaft outlet is prescribed with zero gauge pressure. A 
roughness height of 0.01 mm is used for all wall boundaries. 
 
Numerical simulations were carried out for five representative flow rates of Q = 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 L/s. 
The supercritical flow in the approach channel and the vortex intake developed from the inlet. A time 
step of 0.001 s was used for the simulation; typically about 20 s of flow simulation were required for 
the vortex flow to reach steady state with a computation time of approximately 20 h. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Flow-profile and head-discharge relation 
Figure 2a shows the CFD predicted general vortex flow features for the case of Q = 6 L/s. It is seen 
that the flow surface is depressed as it approaches to the dropshaft. An air core is formed in the center 
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and continues all the way along the dropshaft. After entering the dropshaft, the flow clings to the shaft 
wall and descends down the shaft wall vertically with a decreasing axis swirl. The flow depth in the 
approach channel and the scroll chamber increase smoothly with increasing discharge. No unstable 
feature is observed within this range of discharge (Q = 2-10 L/s). Figure 2b shows that the 
dimensionless approach flow depth ha/D (measured at 70 mm upstream of the scroll chamber inlet 
using a point gauge) increases linearly with the dimensionless discharge Q/(gD5)1/2. The CFD 
prediction follows the trend of measured head-discharge relationship closely although it under-
estimate the approach flow depth at high flows by a maximum relative error of 15%. 
 
Fig. 2 – (a) Predicted free surface for Q = 6 L/s; (b) head-discharge relationship of the scroll vortex 
intake. 
 
(a) (b) 
 
Vortex air core 
Fig. 3a shows the predicted air core at the throat for Q = 10 L/s. The air-core is not axisymmetric; it 
has a larger flow thickness at the quadrant between the azimuth angles of 0º and 270º. The minimum 
air core (throat) lies between the bellmouth and the bottom of the scroll chamber. The minimum air 
core size along the vertical direction of the intake Am decreases with increase in discharge. The 
predicted minimum air core size ratio λm = Am/(0.25πD2) compare satisfactorily with the measurement 
with a maximum relative error of about 30% at high flows (Fig. 3b).  
 
Scroll chamber flow 
Due to the eccentric geometry, the inflow from the approach channel imparts angular momentum and 
results in a swirling flow in the scroll chamber (Fig. 4a). The swirling flow drains down the dropshaft 
through the bell-mouth. Fig. 4b shows the tangential velocity distribution at the azimuth of 75° (c.f. 
Fig. 4a) for Q = 6 L/s. Generally, the distribution of tangential velocity vt decreases with greater radial 
distance r from the center of chamber. The vortex circulation Γ = vtr reveals that the flow satisfies a 
free vortex: Γ is approximately constant over r and equals the circulation at inlet Γ = vAΔ (where vA 
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is the average approach flow velocity = Q/Bha), except near the chamber bottom and at very low 
discharges where the viscous effect becomes significant. The CFD predicted tangential velocity and 
vortex circulation have excellent agreement with the measurement (Fig. 4b). 
 
Fig. 3 – (a) Predicted air core at the throat for Q = 10 L/s, (b) Variation of minimum air core ratio 
with discharge. 
 
(a) (b) 
 
Fig. 4 – (a) Flow field and air core at the scroll chamber, (b) distribution of tangential velocity vt at 
the scroll chamber of azimuth 75° for Q = 6 L/s, Γ = 0.08 m2/s. Measured data from GUO (2012). 
 
  (a) (b) 
 
Bellmouth flow 
The existing scroll vortex theories consider the bellmouth as a control section, thus it is important to 
understand its velocity distribution to validate the assumptions of these theories. Fig. 5a shows the 
distribution of tangential velocity vt and vertical velocity vz of the bellmouth for Q = 6 L/s. In general, 
the flow can be divided into three regions: 1) a forced vortex region starting from the free surface of 
the air core to a certain radial distance within the vortex flow, where tangential velocity increases 
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with greater radial distance from the shaft center; 2) a free vortex region in the remaining outside area 
where tangential velocity decreases; and 3) a boundary layer near the wall. This is similar to a Rankine 
combined vortex. The formation of the forced vortex region is due to the viscous dissipation at the 
air core region induced by the flow turbulence. It can be seen that the forced vortex region (increasing 
vt) dominates the tangential flow field at the bellmouth (Fig. 5a).  
In the forced vortex region, vz decreases with increasing radial distance. This is consistent with the 
tangential velocity distribution of a Rankine combined vortex and the conservation of energy: the 
vertical velocity is constant for a free vortex flow (BINNIE and HOOKINGS, 1948). Since both 
tangential velocity and pressure increase with radius in the forced vortex flow, the vertical velocity 
decreases to maintain energy conservation. The prediction by CFD shows a relatively large region of 
forced vortex with increasing vt, and a decreasing trend of vertical velocity against radial distance 
(Fig. 5a). The numerical prediction indicates that the assumptions of free vortex flow at the bellmouth 
by the model of ACKERS and CRUMP (1960) is not entirely correct. The vortex circulation, Γ = vtr, 
shows an increasing trend with increasing radius (Fig. 5b). The maximum value of circulation is 
between 0.060 and 0.070 m2/s, which is significantly lower than the initial circulation Γ = 0.08 m2/s 
(Γ = vAΔ).  
 
Fig. 5 – (a) Distribution of tangential velocity vt and vertical vz velocity, (b) distribution of vortex 
circulation at the bellmouth. Q = 6 L/s, azimuth angle of 0°. Measured data from GUO (2012). 
 
(a) (b) 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, the flow of a scroll intake vortex is studied using three-dimensional (3D) computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling. The head-discharge relationship and minimum air core sizes have 
been predicted by the CFD model. The minimum air core of the vortex flow occurs within the 
bellmouth. The vortex flow in the scroll chamber is similar to a free vortex with a circulation 
approximately equal to the circulation at the inlet, and the circulation gradually decreases as the flow 
swirls around the scroll chamber.  
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The predicted tangential velocity distribution of the vortex flow at the bellmouth is dominated by the 
forced vortex flow. The predicted vertical velocity distribution in the bellmouth decreases with 
increasing radial distance. The CFD modeling results provide useful insight for improving the current 
theoretical models for scroll vortex intake design. 
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PHYSICAL MODEL TESTING OF SUPERCRITICAL FLOW DIVERSION 
FOR COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW CONTROL 
 
Tony LOESER 
IIHR - Hydroscience & Engineering, University of Iowa, United States, tony-loeser@uiowa.edu  
 
Abstract: In this study, a 1:8 scale physical hydraulic model was used to demonstrate that a novel 
widening ramp concept was applicable for diverting supercritical inflows for a proposed regulator 
chamber and also to establish design dimensions for the proposed structure to meet project goals. The 
following conclusions were determined from the testing. The widening ramp concept proposed for 
this project was able to adequately pass the full range of design inflows of 0-425 MGD without 
experiencing undesirable flow conditions that would produce excessive water depths while meeting 
the diversion goals of the project. The proposed diversion conduit could adequately pass the range of 
diverted discharges without affecting the hydraulic performance of the regulator chamber. The results 
of this study establish the potential for the widening ramp structure to be utilized for tackling other 
challenging supercritical flow diversion problems.  
  
Keywords: Supercritical flow diversion, Widening ramp, Combined sewer separation 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Combined sewer systems (CSS) are single-pipe systems that convey sanitary sewer and/or industrial 
wastewater to a wastewater treatment facility. During rainfall events, storm water runoff is also routed 
to this pipe network and combines with the wastewater. For large rainfall events, the capacity of the 
CSS or the wastewater treatment facility may be exceed and results in the discharge of untreated 
sewage directly to surface water bodies via safety outlets. This is called a combined sewer overflow 
(CSO). CSO reduction/elimination is a priority water quality objective for nearly 860 municipalities 
(EPA, 2018) across the United States that operate combined sewer systems.  
A regulator chamber is a structure placed in-line on a CSS and is used as a means to divert flows to 
an offline storage or conveyance system that can accommodate higher inflow volumes. Subsequently, 
the diverted inflows can still be treated prior to final discharge to a surface water body. CSO’s can 
also be reduced by intercepting storm water runoff prior to it entering the CSS. For this project, storm 
water interception was the focus, in which the diverted flows are being routed to a treatment plant 
prior to final discharge. The design challenge of the regulator chamber discussed in this study is the 
steepness of the upstream existing sewer, which produces supercritical inflow conditions. Typical 
flow diversion measures that work for flow in the subcritical regime do not work as well for 
supercritical flows due high energy losses, which can result in a hydraulic jump and potentially 
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undesirable flow depths.   
A 1:8 scale physical hydraulic model was used to demonstrate that a unique widening ramp concept 
that had been successfully implemented in a stormwater regulator in New South Wales, Australia 
(VAN DRIE and HERNGREN, 2006 and 2007) would be applicable for diverting supercritical 
inflows for a proposed regulator chamber in Lynchburg, Virginia. The widening ramp concept was 
identified as a potential option by a design team from the Alexandria, Virginia office of Greeley & 
Hansen, Inc. (G&H). Through G&H’s communications with Rudy VAN DRIE (referenced above) 
and a subsequent literature search, it is believed that the New South Wales regulator is the only 
documented application of such a structure being used for diverting supercritical inflows.  
The proposed regulator chamber (inset in Figure 1) included a widening channel section combined 
with a raised channel bottom (ramp) and a sidewall diversion orifice upstream of the ramp. 
 
Fig. 1 – Physical model study components 
The premise of the widening ramp regulator chamber is that energy is dissipated as the inflow contacts 
the ramp. For low inflows, a hydraulic jump occurs and the energy dissipation is great enough that a 
resulting conjugate depth standing wave forms in the area upstream of the ramp and the flow enters 
the diversion conduit via the sidewall orifice. Up to a certain inflow threshold, 100% is diverted. As 
inflow increases beyond this threshold, a portion of the inflow is diverted and the remainder exits the 
regulator chamber over the ramp. For a range of inflows, a hydraulic jump still occurs and a conjugate 
depth standing wave remains present upstream of the ramp. The widening of the channel/ramp allows 
for lateral expansion of the flow that exits over the ramp instead of vertically, which could cause 
undesirable water depths. At a point, identified herein as the hydraulic jump sweeping out, the energy 
in the inflow becomes great enough that a hydraulic jump no longer occurs and the portion of the 
flow that exits over the ramp remains supercritical.  
In this project, the City of Lynchburg’s 2014 Long Term Control Plan defined the project’s diversion 
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goals. The overall project goals were to design the regulator chamber such that it would: (1) 
completely intercept inflows up to 60 million gallons per day (MGD) and divert them into the adjacent 
diversion conduit; (2) pass peak inflows up to 425 MGD through the regulator chamber without 
experiencing unacceptable water depths, while still diverting a portion of the inflow; and (3) limit the 
diverted flows during high flow events to less than 80 MGD for inflows up to 360 MGD. The physical 
model was used to determine the design dimensions of the proposed structure to meet those 
objectives. 
 
MODEL DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND CONSIDERATIONS 
The physical model was constructed with marine plywood and transparent acrylic segments where 
visualization of the diversion structure hydraulics were desired. Testing was performed in two phases. 
Phase I focused on proving that the concept of using a widening ramp for supercritical flow diversion 
was feasible for the regulator chamber and for preliminary determination of the dimensions required 
to meet the objectives as specified in the City’s 2014 Long Term Control Plan. Phase II included 
testing a variety of geometries and sizes for the sidewall diversion orifice opening to balance the flow 
diversion capabilities at low inflow and high inflow conditions, as well as to determine if the diversion 
conduit could adequately pass the diverted discharges without adversely affecting the hydraulic 
performance of the regulator chamber.  
 
Physical model extent 
The existing sewer is constructed of rock blocks with varying geometry and slopes. It has approximate 
dimensions of 5.2-feet wide by 7.2-feet tall with an arch shaped top near the flow diversion location. 
The physical model included approximately 229 feet (full-scale dimension) of the existing sewer 
upstream of the location of the proposed regulator chamber. The upstream sewer section included a 
variable width section (~92 feet), capturing the first three width changes closest upstream of the 
proposed regulator chamber. Three grade changes were captured in the existing sewer portion of the 
model as well.  
 
Model scaling considerations 
Accurate simulation of flows in a laboratory model requires geometric, kinematic, and dynamic 
similarity (ETTEMA, et al., 2000). However, it is not possible to achieve similarity of all forces when 
utilizing the prototype fluid and using an alternative fluid is generally not practical, so similarity is 
sought only among the dominant forces (NOVAK, et al., 2010). Flows that involve free surfaces, 
such as flows in conduits like the one being tested, are dominated by gravitational, inertial, and 
pressure forces. The Froude number is a dimensionless number defining the ratio of inertial to 
gravitational forces and kinematic similarity (i.e. similarity of velocity and acceleration components) 
is achieved if Froude numbers for the model equal the Froude numbers of the full-scale structure 
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(prototype). Energy dissipation is adequately simulated in a Froude-scaled model, provided the flow 
is sufficiently turbulent (NOVAK, et al., 2010). For this study, the physical model was constructed at 
1:8 scale based on Froude scaling laws. This scale provides adequate Reynolds numbers to ensure 
fully turbulent flow. 
Sewer roughness 
The painted plywood channel surfaces representing the existing sewer were smooth in the model, 
resulting in higher velocities in the approach channel than would occur in the existing combined 
sewer, which is constructed of rock blocks with varying geometry. Approach velocities, and 
subsequent energy associated with momentum of the flow, influence the performance of the design 
by affecting the flow depth in the channel and location of the hydraulic jump/conjugate depth standing 
wave when it forms for certain conditions.  
Approach velocities in the existing sewer for specified discharges were estimated utilizing computer 
hydraulic modeling simulations produced by G&H using existing field dimensions, as well as a 
computer hydraulic model (HEC-RAS) developed by IIHR – Hydroscience & Engineering using 
scaled model dimensions and inflows. Based on the results of the computer modelling, roughness 
elements (e.g., coarse sand, pebbles) were added iteratively to the plywood floor and walls of the 
model sewer approach channel to reduce velocities to match expected values.  
Roughness can be difficult to quantify. In application, empirical resistance coefficients have 
historically been used. One such resistance coefficient is the Gauckler-Manning Coefficient, which 
is often called the Manning’s Roughness Coefficient and denoted as n. This empirically derived 
coefficient is dependent on several factors, including surface roughness and sinuosity. Based on 
observed flow depths (occurring at measurement sections in the model with known channel width 
and slope) resulting from known discharges, an n value was estimated using Manning’s equation. 
Prior to adding the roughness elements, the Manning’s n value in the smooth channel was 
approximately 0.009. The Manning’s n value for the model with the roughness elements added was 
approximately 0.0147. Froude scaling of Manning’s n is described as np = nm x Lr1/6 (WEBB, et al., 
2010), where the subscripts p and m denote prototype and model values respectively. Lr is the 
geometric length ratio used for the physical model, which in this case was 8. Using this scaling 
method, an equivalent prototype Manning’s n for the Lynchburg channel would be approximately 
0.0208, which falls in the typical range of published Manning’s n tables (CHOW, 1959)  for channels 
constructed such as the existing Lynchburg sewer.   
 
Flow conveyance and measurement 
A 75hp pump with a variable frequency drive (VFD) controller supplied water to the model. Precise 
control of model flow rates was provided by a butterfly valve in the feed line and the VFD.  The 
volumetric flow rate was measured with a Badger M2000 electromagnetic flow meter.  The 
manufacturer states accuracy of ± 0.25% for the range of flows tested. The diversion discharge was 
determined using a v-notch weir built into a tail box that provided adequate stilling of the water 
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surface for accurate depth measurements, which were obtained using a Rickly Type-A point gauge. 
Water surface elevations in the model segment representing the existing sewer and depth 
measurements over the crest of the widening ramp were obtained with the same style point gauges. 
Velocity measurements were collected using a Nixon Streamflo series instrument with a 404 standard 
high speed velocity probe. 
 
TEST RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
Phase I – Initial performance of concept 
The physical model for the regulator chamber was initially constructed with a 2:1 expansion wall, a 
2:1 contraction wall, and a ramp height of 2.6-feet (full-scale dimension). The initial configuration 
proposed for the structure was based on the design methodology developed by VAN DRIE and 
HERNGREN (2006 and 2007) for maintaining critical flow over the ramp during the 25-year storm 
inflow (360 MGD). However, the ramp height was determined to be too low to adequately divert 
100% of inflow up to 60 MGD. It was determined that the ramp height needed to be 5.1-feet to be 
high enough to stop the inflow and create the standing wave condition for 60 MGD inflow. Periodic 
splashing or surging over the ramp crest was observed from instability and movement of the hydraulic 
jump/standing wave location. Testing with the increased ramp height identified that the full-sized 
sidewall diversion orifice created when abutting a 4-foot square diversion conduit to the chamber 
wall allowed too large of diverted discharges at higher inflow conditions. Subsequently, an adjustable 
orifice restrictor plate was placed across the top of the opening to reduce diverted discharges. The 
addition of the restrictor plate to the top of the sidewall orifice demonstrated that it was feasible to 
get the regulator chamber to operate near the desired range of flows. However, it was observed that 
adding a restrictor plate to regulate diverted discharge during high inflows slightly reduced the 
diverted discharge for the 60 MGD inflow. It was determined that the widening of the channel at a 
2:1 expansion rate performed adequately over the range of tested flows. It was observed that as 
inflows increased and the supercritical flow passed over the ramp, there was a noticeable wave and 
upwelling that resulted from the water striking the wall of the 2:1 contraction section.  
The Phase I physical model testing demonstrated proof of concept that the novel widening ramp 
diversion structure could be feasible for utilization in the Lynchburg regulator chamber. It was 
recommended the concept ramp be replaced with a new ramp equivalent to 5.25-foot high (full-scale) 
and that the diversion sidewalls be changed from 2:1 expansion and 2:1 contraction to 2:1 expansion 
and 3:1 contraction.  
 
Phase II – Final testing with addition of diversion conduit 
The physical model construction was modified to include a ramp that was built 5.25-feet high (full-
scale) with a 2:1 expansion wall and a 3:1 contraction wall. The diversion conduit was also added to 
determine if the conduit could adequately pass the diverted discharges without adversely affecting 
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the hydraulics in the regulator chamber. As a part of the Phase II testing, the sidewall diversion orifice 
restrictor plate was further evaluated to optimize the balance of flow diversion capacity at low flow 
and high flow conditions. The final configuration selected for the diversion opening was 1.5-feet high 
by 9-feet wide (full-scale).  
 
Inflow and corresponding diverted discharges 
Inflow rates to the regulator chamber were selected based on return period inflows provided by G&H, 
as well as for intermediate inflow rates where unique phenomena were observed to occur. For the 
final testing configuration with 60 MGD inflow, diverted discharge was measured to be 57.2 MGD. 
Once again, intermittent splashing occurred over the ramp as a result of the transient nature of the 
hydraulic jump/standing wave moving in the vicinity of the face of the ramp and the sidewall orifice. 
See Figure 2 for photo of the regulator chamber at 60 MGD inflow. 
 
Fig. 2 – Final testing configuration of the regulator chamber – 60 MGD inflow 
 
Diverted discharge increased with inflow up to approximately 212 MGD. At this point, the hydraulic 
jump was still occurring in the regulator chamber and the depth of water over the full width of the 
sidewall orifice was at a maximum, resulting in a diverted discharge of 76.7 MGD. As inflow 
increased beyond 212 MGD, the location of the hydraulic jump/standing wave moved closer to the 
face of the ramp and diverted discharge decreased. Figure 3 shows 234 MGD inflow. 
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Fig. 3 – Final testing configuration of the regulator chamber – 234 MGD inflow  
 
The hydraulic jump completely swept out at an inflow of approximately 249 MGD and the diverted 
discharge decreased to 62.8 MGD. Diverted discharges once again increased as inflow continued to 
increase beyond 249 MGD as the depth of water over the sidewall orifice continued to increase. For 
testing with inflows up to 425 MGD, the hydraulic jump remained swept out and the regulator 
chamber adequately passed these inflows without an undesirable hydraulic jump or excessive water 
depths. The diverted discharge reached 85.1 MGD at 425 MGD inflow. A photo with 425 MGD 
inflow is shown in Figure 4. 
 
Fig. 4 – Final testing configuration of the regulator chamber – 425 MGD inflow 
 
Table 1 provides a full listing of the final inflows and related diverted discharge values for the 
regulator chamber testing. These data are plotted in Figure 5. 
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Table 1 – Inflow and related diverted discharges 
Ramp height of 5.25-feet, diversion orifice restrictor plate set at 
1.5-feet above floor. Phase II conduit added – vented. 
Inflow (MGD) Diverted Discharge (MGD) 
35.1 35.1 
50.0 50.0 
54.0 54.0 
60.0 57.2 
108.1 62.8 
132.2 70.3 
156.3 73.5 
187.4 75.1 
212.0 76.7 
234.0 75.1 
246.2 70.3 
258.4 65.8 
360.0 78.3 
425.0 85.1 
   
 
Fig. 5 – Inflow and related diverted discharges 
 
Diversion Conduit Analysis 
It was determined that the diversion conduit required venting to maintain free surface flow. Venting 
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was added to the diversion conduit in the model with options to vent either from the atmosphere near 
the regulator chamber or from the regulator chamber directly. The pipe used in the model for venting, 
as well as the hole placed in the regulator chamber wall was 1.5-inches in diameter, or an equivalent 
of 1-foot diameter at full-scale. Testing showed that both options provided adequate air flow into the 
diversion conduit to maintain free-surface flow for the full range of inflows/diverted discharges 
documented for the final testing configuration. Without venting, the diversion conduit filled, resulting 
in pressurized flow conditions in which diverted discharges increased, exceeding the conduit’s 
capacity. With venting provided, the diversion conduit adequately passed discharges of 0-76.7 MGD 
for diverted flows generated prior to the hydraulic jump sweeping out (inflow of ~249 MGD). It was 
observed for diverted discharges of 80 MGD or greater that occurred from pre-hydraulic jump sweep 
out inflows, the diversion manhole could not adequately pass the flow, causing filling of the pipe 
section between the manhole and the diversion conduit transition vault. However, the diversion 
conduit was able to adequately pass the 85.1 MGD diverted discharge that occurred with the 425 
MGD inflow (post-hydraulic jump sweep out conditions). 
Diverted discharges generated without the orifice restrictor plate exceeded the ability of the diversion 
conduit to maintain free surface flows for inflows of 108.1 - 156.3 MGD, with splashing out of the 
top of the diversion manhole for inflows of 132.2 and 156.3 MGD. As the hydraulic jump/standing 
wave moved closer to the face of the ramp and then swept out, the diverted discharges decreased for 
inflows of 187.4 - 234 MGD. Diverted discharges increased as inflow increased beyond 234 MGD. 
A diversion discharge of 119.9 MGD was observed at the model’s tail box with an inflow of 360 
MGD (25-year inflow); however, the actual diverted discharge was higher, as diverted flow was 
ejected out of the top of the diversion transition vault and the diversion manhole, indicating the 
diversion conduit capacity was greatly exceeded. No test was conducted for inflow of 425 MGD 
without the orifice restrictor plate.   
  
CONCLUSION 
Effective diversion of supercritical flows for CSO control has been a challenging hydraulic design 
issue. Physical model testing demonstrated the novel widening ramp concept proposed for the 
regulator chamber in Lynchburg, Virginia was applicable and the design dimensions for the regulator 
chamber were derived through the use of the physical model. The Lynchburg regulator chamber was 
designed for a site specific range of inflows and allowable diverted discharges. This was also the case 
for the New South Wales, Australia regulator and likely will be the case for other applications of 
using the widening ramp concept for diversion of supercritical flows. However, the results of this 
study establish the potential for the widening ramp structure to be utilized for tackling other 
supercritical flow diversion problems. Without straightforward design guidelines to follow for future 
applications, physical modelling will be an advantageous tool to determine design dimensions for the 
use of the widening ramp for diversion of supercritical flows.  
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Abstract: Confluences of open-channel flows are common in nature as well as in urban 
drainage networks and in hydraulic structures. The complex hydrodynamics is often studied in 
schematized, right-angled confluences. In this paper, the influence of the downstream channel 
width onto time-averaged and turbulent flow features will be investigated numerically, based 
on Large-Eddy Simulations. For one flow situation, i.e. flow ratio and downstream Froude 
number, two geometries will be compared: a discordant width case, which was studied 
experimentally by Yuan et al. (2016) in a flume with a wider downstream channel than the 
upstream mean and tributary channels, and the corresponding concordant width case, in which 
the downstream channel has the same width as the confluent channels. The widening of the 
downstream channel turns out to reduce the backwater effects, the flow contraction and the 
associated water surface depression. Moreover, the three-dimensionality of the recirculation 
zone in the mean flow is enhanced due to complex flow patterns, resulting in a reduced width 
and length of the recirculation zone in the lowest third of the water column. Finally, the 
respective cores of high values of the dimensionless TKE and Reynolds shear stress, that persist 
over the water column, have lower peak values in the discordant width case and the shape of 
those cores is more distorted, especially near the bed. 
 
Keywords: open-channel confluence; unequal widths; Large-Eddy Simulation; CFD. 
INTRODUCTION 
Confluences of open-channel flows are ubiquitous features in fluvial networks, urban drainage 
networks and even in hydraulic structures (e.g. outfalls, fish passes). Confluences are important 
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locations in those networks as they regulate the water levels, the mixing phenomena of the 
incoming flows and the transport and deposition of sediments, pollutants and nutrients (Best, 
1987; Biron et al. 1996; Boyer et al. 2006; Rice et al., 2008; De Serres et al. 1999; Ludeña et 
al. 2017; Cushman-Roisin and Constantinescu, 2019).  
The flow features in the confluence hydrodynamics zone (CHZ) are complex and are often 
studied in schematized geometries consisting of straight branches and sharp junction corners. 
Best (1987) developed a conceptual model discerning the features indicated (in planform) in 
Figure 1: a flow stagnation zone, a flow deflection zone, a flow recirculation zone (RZ), a zone 
of maximum velocity, a gradual flow recovery area and shear layers. The characteristics of 
these (three-dimensional) flow features depend, among other factors, upon the confluence 
angle between the inflowing branches, the ratio of the inflowing momentum fluxes, the 
tailwater Froude number and the bed elevation discordance (e.g. Đorđević, 2013; Biron et al. 
1996; Penna et al. 2018; Birjukova-Canelas et al. 2019). 
Among the schematized geometries, the right-angled confluences of a main channel and a 
tributary channel have been investigated the most extensively. The experimental data of Weber 
et al. (2001) pertain to lab experiments in such a T-shaped confluence with horizontal and 
concordant beds (i.e. no bed elevation discordance is present between the main and the tributary 
channels) and concordant widths (i.e. the post-confluence channel has the same width as the 
incoming channels). These data have been used frequently for validation of numerical models. 
By means of validated numerical models, the mean (i.e. time-averaged) and turbulent flow 
features in the CHZ can then be studied in more detail in similar or variant geometries and flow 
conditions as were studied experimentally (e.g. Huang et al., 2002; Constantinescu et al. 2001; 
Yang et al., 2013; Schindfessel et al., 2015; Ramos et al., 2019a,b).  
For many years, the study of Weber et al. (2001) was one of the few studies investigating 
experimentally the flow structure of a T-shaped open-channel confluence. More recently, Yuan 
et al. (2016) experimentally studied a right-angled open-channel confluence with a wider post-
confluence channel and adopting a higher time-resolution of the velocity measurements.  
The present paper wants to contribute to assessing the effects of width discordance between 
the confluent channels on the confluence flow features. To this end, a numerical model based 
upon Large-Eddy Simulations will be first set up and validated for one of the flow cases 
investigated experimentally by Yuan et al. (2016) in the confluence with a wider downstream 
channel, which will be further referred to as the discordant width case. Then, the model will be 
adapted to simulate the corresponding concordant width case (i.e. the downstream channel will 
be narrowed to have the same width as the upstream channels).  
The effect of width discordance onto the water surface elevations, the three-dimensional 
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structure of the recirculation zone and some turbulent flow features will then be assessed. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic plan-view of the flow features in a right-angled open-channel confluence with channels of equal width (after Best, 1987) 
with coordinate system, nomenclature and recirculation zone dimensions at a given elevation z above the bed. 
HYDRAULIC CONDITIONS 
In this work, a right-angled confluence of open channels with a rectangular cross-section and 
with horizontal and concordant beds is considered. Let W be the width of the main upstream 
channel and the tributary channel and Wd the width of the downstream (i.e. post-confluence) 
channel (Figure 1). Two cases will be studied, having a different width discordance ratio:  
𝜔𝜔 = 𝑊𝑊
𝑊𝑊𝑑𝑑�
                     (1) 
The discordant width case (𝜔𝜔=0.75) has a wider downstream channel than the upstream 
channels (Figure 1) and corresponds to the lab experiment with fixed, horizontal and 
concordant beds by Yuan et al. (2016), which is referred to in the latter paper as “case two”. 
The associated hydraulic conditions are given in Table 1, in which the discharge ratio is defined 
as follows: 
    𝑞𝑞 = 𝑄𝑄𝑢𝑢 𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑� = 𝑄𝑄𝑢𝑢 (𝑄𝑄𝑢𝑢 + 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡)�                           (2) 
where Qu and Qt are the incoming discharge of the main channel and the tributary, respectively, 
and Qd is the downstream discharge. The downstream Froude number is given by: 
                     𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑 �𝑔𝑔ℎ𝑑𝑑�                    (3) 
where Ud=Qd/(hdWd) is the cross-sectionally averaged downstream velocity, hd the downstream 
flow depth and g the gravitational acceleration. 
Table 1. Flow case with discordant width (𝜔𝜔=0.75) experimentally investigated by Yuan et al. (2016) 
Qu 
[l/s] 
Qt 
[l/s] 
Qd 
[l/s] 
q 
[-] 
W 
[m] 
Wd 
[m] 
⍵ 
[-] 
hd 
[m] 
Ud 
[m/s
] 
Frd 
[-] 
3.9 6.0 9.9 0.40 0.30 0.40 0.75 
0.16
3 
0.15
2 
0.12 
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The concordant width case (𝜔𝜔=1.00) has a downstream channel width which is identical to the 
width of the upstream channels. Note that the concordant width case has not been investigated 
experimentally by Yuan et al. (2016). It will be simulated at the same hydraulic conditions (q, 
Frd) as the discordant width case (𝜔𝜔=0.75). As a consequence, the downstream water depth and 
cross-sectionally averaged velocity in the concordant width case (Table 2) differ from the 
discordant width case values (Table 1). Note that for both the discordant and the concordant 
width case, the origin of the coordinate system (Figure 1) is at the upstream confluence corner 
(x=0, y=0) and at bed elevation (z=0).  
Table 2. Flow case with concordant width (𝜔𝜔=1.00) 
Qu 
[l/s] 
Qt 
[l/s] 
Qd 
[l/s] 
q 
[-] 
W 
[m] 
Wd 
[m] 
⍵ 
[-] 
hd 
[m] 
Ud 
[m/s] 
Frd 
[-] 
3.9 6.0 9.9 0.40 0.30 0.30 1.00 0.197 0.167 0.12 
NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY 
Large-Eddy Simulations within the OpenFOAM toolbox 
The numerical simulations in the present contribution are conducted within the three-
dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software OpenFOAM, version 5.0. A Large-
Eddy Simulation approach is adopted, requiring to solve the spatially-averaged continuity and 
Navier-Stokes equations, governing an unsteady, incompressible and viscous flow. As a 
Subgrid Scale Model (SGS), the standard Smagorinsky model is used, with a constant Cs of 
0.158. In the OpenFOAM toolbox, the governing equations are discretized using the Finite 
Volume Method (FVM). The selected discretization schemes are second order accurate in time 
and space. The discretized equations are coupled and solved using the PISO algorithm.  
Boundary conditions 
In the present work, a rigid-lid approach is adopted as free surface treatment. This implies that 
the free surface is replaced by a frictionless and impermeable upper boundary of the 
computational domain. Ramos et al. (2019a) indicates that the implementation of a flat rigid-
lid within the simulation of an open-channel confluence might not be valid close to the 
contracted section (i.e. adjacent to the recirculation zone) because the flow undergoes an 
acceleration that causes the water surface to drop substantially. With that in consideration, the 
present LES (Large-Eddy simulations) are run with a curved rigid-lid, approximating the 
numerical mesh height to the real flow depth. This curved rigid-lid will be defined by 
simulating first a flat rigid-lid (at an elevation zlid above the bed) case and then converting the 
predicted time-averaged pressure field (P) onto the lid into an elevation of a virtual free surface 
(h), according to Equation (4): 
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ℎ (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) = 𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 +  𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦,𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌           (4) 
Note that the latter equation implicitly assumes the hydrostatic pressure law to hold. On both 
the flat and the curved rigid-lids, zero shear stress and zero normal velocity conditions are 
imposed on the lids. The foregoing approach is further explained in Ramos et al. (2019a). In 
the present study, the low downstream Froude number of Frd = 0.12 (Table 1 and Table 2) 
suggests that the water surface variations are less pronounced as compared to the confluence 
flow cases studied in Ramos et al. (2019a), in which Frd, was 0.37. Nevertheless, the 
abovementioned methodology will be applied in this paper and only results of curved rigid-lid 
simulations will be shown.  
For each of the two cases, 𝜔𝜔=0.75 and 𝜔𝜔=1.00, an impression of the adopted curved rigid-lid 
shape is given in Figure 2, by means of three longitudinal transects along the main and 
downstream channel. 
 
Figure 2. Curved rigid-lid shape indicated by three longitudinal transects along main and downstream channel (left: ⍵=1.00, right: ⍵=0.75). 
In the present LES simulations, the wall boundary layers will not be fully resolved, with wall 
functions being adopted instead (see also Schindfessel et al., 2015). This approach requires the 
first node to be located at z+≈30−300 (Rodi, Constantinescu and Stoesser, 2013; Schindfessel, 
2017).  
Since a LES resolves a relatively big part of the turbulence and to approach the model to reality, 
the inlet velocity should also be turbulent and fully developed. In the present numerical set up, 
this is achieved by means of a so-called precursor simulation, which basically means that a 
periodic channel is simulated and its turbulent velocity is used as an inlet condition.  
For the pressure variable, a zero value is imposed at the outlet and a zero gradient at the inlets 
(x/Wd=-5; y/Wd=-5), the walls and the rigid-lid. For the subgrid-scale viscosity a zero gradient 
is imposed everywhere, except at the walls, where the aforementioned wall model is 
implemented.  
Mesh 
A block-structured mesh has been defined for the present numerical investigation (Table 3) 
after a mesh sensitivity analysis of the results. Grading of the cell size is adopted, yielding a 
higher resolution in the confluence zone and a smooth transition between the different blocks. 
The mesh for a flat rigid-lid simulation is deformed for the subsequent curved rigid-lid 
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simulation, based upon the methodology suggested by Rameshwaran and Naden (2004), and 
adopted and described in Ramos et al. (2019a): along each vertical grid line (i.e. the z 
direction), the highest grid point is shifted to coincide with the curved surface defined by 
Equation (4), whereas the near-wall point is kept in place in order to maintain the dimensionless 
wall-normal distance, z+, constant and apply the wall function always under the same 
circumstances. The grid points in between are gradually redistributed along the vertical gridline 
(see Figure 4 in Ramos et al., 2019a). Our mesh sensitivity analysis shows that a coarser 
resolution than adopted in this paper will miss the secondary currents, like it is reported for 
another open-channel confluence in Ramos et al. (2019a) and in open-channel flows in general 
by Talebpour and Liu (2019). Therefore, special care was devoted to the mesh independence 
in terms of secondary flow results. 
Table 3. Number of mesh cells for each simulation. 
 
upstream main and tributary 
channels 
downstream channel total 
Case 
longitudi
nal 
(length=
5W) 
lateral 
(W=0.30
m) 
vertical 
(hd=0.18
W) 
longitudin
al 
(length=8
W) 
lateral 
(W=0.40
m) 
vertical 
(hd=0.18
W) 
numb
er of 
cells 
⍵=0.
75 
600 100 45 850 
120 
25 
4.2×1
06 
⍵=1.
00 
90 
3.7×1
06 
 
Model verification  
The mesh used in the present paper (Section 3.4) is defined on the basis of a mesh sensitivity 
and independency analysis, as well as on the validation described in Section 4. Like it was 
already stated, as a consequence of the use of wall functions, the wall-normal distance of the 
first grid cells along the sidewalls and the bed should meet the criterion 30<z+<300. This 
condition is met for all the simulations, with z+ being usually above 30, except for the zones of 
low flow velocity. These minor exceptions are expected and accepted, especially in the 
stagnation zone (McSherry et al., 2013; Schindfessel et al., 2015). To obtain the LES results 
presented in this paper, the simulations have advanced more than 600 seconds, before the data 
collection started. This initialization time corresponds to 33T (where T=12W/Ud is an 
approximate flow-through time for the 12W long main channel). Data collection and time-
averaging span an additional 75T of simulation (1350 s).  
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Computational resources 
The simulations were computed on a 2×16-core Intel E5-2670 (Sandy Bridge @ 2.6 GHz). The 
total computational cost of the simulation is approximately 4200 CPU hours. Since the 
numerical domain is decomposed in 36 sub-domains, the real computational time, due to the 
parallel processing capabilities, is of 116 hours for each simulation. 
RESULTS 
Validation of the simulations 
Figure 3 depicts the time-averaged horizontal velocity fields near the free surface (red arrows) 
and near the bed (black arrows) as predicted by the present simulation with discordant widths 
and as measured by Yuan et al. (2016) in the laboratory. The discrepancies, especially 
regarding the near bed flow (black arrows), between the LES results and the experiments 
suggest that the RZ is wider in the simulations. The simulated and measured velocities have 
the same order of magnitude and, despite the aforementioned discrepancies, the agreement is 
satisfactory.  
 
Figure 3. Horizontal velocity fields in the discordant width case (⍵=0.75), close to the bed (z/hd=0.12; black arrows) and close to the free 
surface (z/hd=0.8; red arrows), as predicted by the LES simulation (left) and measured by Yuan et al. 2016 (right). 
The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is shown in Figure 4 for the experiments and in the 
simulations of the case with ⍵=0.75. The vertical profiles are located in the cross-sections (C2, 
C3 and C5) depicted in Figure 3, more specifically in the location where the measured TKE 
assumes its maximum value in the experimental data of (Yuan et al. 2016). Note that in Figure 
3, the vertical coordinate z is non-dimensionalized with respect to the local water depth, h’. 
The agreement is fair. 
Figure 4.b shows the vertical profiles of the measured and simulated Reynolds shear stress 
(u′v′�����) in the same locations as in Figure 4.a. Typically, the higher values occur at about half-
depth, both in the experiments and in the simulations. Again, the results suggest a fairly 
confident validation of the simulations.  
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Figure 4. a. (left) Vertical profiles of dimensionless TKE (k*=TKE/Ud²) in the core of the mixing layer in the discordant width case (⍵=0.75); 
b. (right) Vertical profiles of the dimensionless (with respect to 106 x Ud2) Reynolds shear stress (u′v′�����) in the core of the mixing layer in the 
discordant width case (⍵=0.75). 
 
Water surface elevations 
In order to assess the influence of the width discordance onto the water surface elevations, the 
curved rigid-lids (Figure 2) of the discordant and concordant width cases can be compared. It 
is obvious that the backwater effect is lower in the discordant width case, because of the wider 
downstream channel. Similarly, the water surface dip in the flow contraction (and recirculation) 
zone, is less pronounced in the discordant width case. 
Mean flow 
Based on the time-averaged flow fields, the RZ dimensions (i.e. the maximum width WRZ, max 
and the length LRZ, see Figure 1) are determined by applying the isovel method (see e.g. Qing-
Yuan et al., 2009; Schindfessel et al., 2015). This means that the RZ boundaries are retrieved 
from the calculated contourline corresponding to a zero longitudinal velocity component, 
where its maximum excursion from the downstream channel’s inner bank determines WRZ,max, 
while its downstream intersection with the aforementioned bank determines LRZ. Table 4 
summarizes the time-averaged dimensions of the RZ in three horizontal planes, with different 
elevations above the bed, for both the discordant width and the concordant width cases. Note 
that the predicted near surface (i.e. at z/hd=0.80) value of WRZ,max= 0.27Wd for the discordant 
width case is slightly larger than the experimental value of WRZ,max= 0.23Wd at the water 
surface (see Fig. 3b in Yuan et al., 2016). 
Table 4. RZ dimensions (see Figure 1). 
 
⍵=1.00 
(Wd=0.30m; 
hd=0.197m) 
⍵=0.75 
(Wd=0.40m; 
hd=0.163m) 
Location LRZ WRZ,max LRZ WRZ,max 
z/hd=0.12 2.50Wd 0.23Wd 1.52Wd 0.13Wd 
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z/hd=0.50 2.49Wd 0.24Wd 1.76Wd 0.27Wd 
z/hd=0.80 2.48Wd 0.24Wd 1.84Wd 0.27Wd 
As was already deduced by observation of Figure 3, the RZ dimensions in the discordant width 
case seem to be substantially smaller near the bed as compared to higher in the water column. 
Moreover, the near bed value of WRZ,max may even be somewhat smaller than predicted (see 
section 4.1), which means that the 3D effects in the RZ shape are even more pronounced than 
the simulations suggest. For the concordant width case, however, Table 4 shows that the 
simulated RZ dimensions do not change significantly over the flow depth. 
As can be seen from the vertical sections near the inner bank of the downstream channel (Figure 
5), the differences between the RZ dimensions of the discordant and concordant width cases 
are related to differences in flow structure. More specifically, a pronounced upwelling flow 
occurs in the discordant width case (around x/Wd ≈1.3) which results near the bed in a 
longitudinal extent of the RZ that does not start at the downstream confluence corner. In other 
words: the total length of the RZ is smaller than the LRZ=1.52Wd value indicated in Table 4 
(which represents the distance from the downstream corner to the point where the u=0 isoline 
reattaches to the wall).  
 
Figure 5. Time-averaged velocity vectors (u,w) in a vertical section near the inner bank of the downstream channel (left: section at 
y/Wd=0.0375 for ⍵=1.00 case, right: section at y/Wd=-0.2125 for ⍵=0.75 case). 
The top panels of Figure 6 show mean flow streamlines originating from locations at an 
elevation of z/hd=0.12 in the upstream main channel. It is clear that the flow contraction is 
lower in the discordant width case. Similarly, the bottom panels of Figure 6 show mean flow 
streamlines originating from locations at an elevation of z/hd=0.12 in the tributary channel, 
revealing complex flow behaviour. By means of similar streamline plots originating at different 
elevations above the bed (not shown) it was found that hardly any fluid from the upstream main 
channel enters the recirculation zone. 
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Figure 6. Streamlines of mean flow. Left panels: concordant width case (⍵=0.75), right panels: discordant width case (⍵=0.75). Top panels: 
streamlines originating from upstream main channel at an elevation of z/hd=0.12. Bottom panels: streamlines originating from tributary 
channel at an elevation of z/hd=0.12. 
Turbulent flow 
In Figure 7a, the cross-sectional distribution of the dimensionless TKE and dimensionless 
Reynolds shear stress (u′v′�����), respectively, is presented in three different cross-sections. In every 
cross-section, a core of higher values persists over the flow depth. Note that the lateral position 
of those TKE and u′v′����� cores do not coincide.  
The concordant width case shows higher values of the dimensionless TKE and u′v′����� (Figure 7b) 
of the abovementioned cores. The results also show a more pronounced distortion of those 
cores over the water depth, in the discordant width case. This happens already quite upstream 
(1/4<x/Wd<1). This higher degree of tilting may be linked to the reduced dimensions of the 
mean flow recirculation zone (RZ) in the near bed zone.  
   
Figure 7. a. (left) Cross-sectional distribution of dimensionless TKE (k*=TKE/Ud²) for the concordant (⍵=1.00, left) and discordant (⍵=0.75, 
right) width cases in three cross-sections (x/Wd=1;3/2;2) of the downstream channel; b. (right) Cross-sectional distribution of dimensionless 
(with respect to 106 x Ud2) Reynolds shear stress (𝑢𝑢′𝑣𝑣′�����) for the concordant (⍵=1.00, left) and discordant (⍵=0.75, right) width cases in three 
cross-sections (x/Wd=1/2;3/2;2) of the downstream channel. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 The effects onto the confluence hydrodynamics of a discordance between the width of the 
downstream channel and the width of the confluent channels were investigated numerically, 
for one flow situation (i.e. one flow ratio q and downstream Froude number Frd). The widening 
of the downstream channel was shown to reduce the backwater effects, the flow contraction 
and the associated water surface depression. Moreover, the width and length of the RZ in the 
lowest third of the water column were reduced. This seems to be related to a complex mean 
flow field, including important upwelling motions. To some extent, the foregoing observations 
are comparable to what was found in confluences with discordant bed elevation, in which the 
tributary is shallower than the main channel (Biron et al., 1996; Ramos et al., 2019b). In the 
latter case, however, the RZ was found to be fed by mean flow coming from both the tributary 
and the upstream main channel (Best and Roy, 1991; Ramos et al., 2019b), whereas in the 
present case, only the tributary mean flow contributes. With respect to the dimensionless TKE 
and Reynolds shear stress, the widening of the downstream channel was shown to reduce the 
peak values in the respective cores of these turbulent quantities. Moreover, the shape of those 
cores was found to be more distorted, especially in the near bed zone. In future research, it is 
worth investigating whether the aforementioned observations induce a distortion of the mixing 
layer between the merging flows, as suggested by Biron et al. (1996) in the context of 
discordant bed confluences. In addition to this, the possible intermittent and/or periodic 
character of the flow features discerned in the time-averaged flow (Bradbrook et al., 2000; 
Parsons, 2003; Yoshimura et al., 2016) should be studied. Finally, the dependency of the effects 
of width discordance on the flow ratio needs to be investigated. To this end, the developed 
numerical model for the discordant width flume of Yuan et al. (2016) will be further validated 
at different flow ratios, based on the experimental data reported in Yuan et al. (2016) and Tang 
et al. (2018).     
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Abstract: In this 1:18 Froude scale physical hydraulic model study, woody debris was introduced 
into a reservoir upstream of a morning-glory spillway at different flow rates causing jams. The 
purpose of this study is to ascertain the frequency of woody debris clogs in the crest, mouth, transition, 
or a combination of the three in the morning-glory spillway over varying flow rates. Because of the 
random nature of debris loading into reservoirs (flux, density, species, length, diameter, branch 
complexity, etc.), a variety of woody species were used to represent prototype lengths of 10 feet to 
35 feet and diameters of 0.5 feet to 4 feet.  Flow rates in prototype ranged from approximately 500 to 
over 3000 cubic feet per second. Flow rate can also play an integral part in where the jam occurs, 
especially in the transition from weir to orifice flow into the spillway. As the flow transitions from 
crest control into full pipe control, the water surface elevation (WSE) becomes high enough that 
debris does not naturally pass through the spillway. The location of the jam can impact the degree of 
change in water surface elevation, causing changes of up to 25 feet prototype, or approximately a 
780% increase, over the range of flow rates tested.  
 
Keywords: Reservoir Debris, Dam Safety, Morning-Glory Spillway, Change in WSE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The US Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) is responsible for over 360 high and significant hazard 
storage dams and dikes in the western portion of the United States (US Bureau of Reclamation). 
Debris entering Reclamation’s reservoirs can result in clogged spillways, which reduce discharge 
capacity and create higher water surface elevation/s (WSE) in the reservoir. In the event of dam 
overtopping due to reduced spillway capacity, risk estimators elicit values for spillway capacity 
reduction. Prior to this research, there were no studies on the impacts to reservoirs created by debris 
jams in morning-glory spillway structures.  
 
Literature Review  
Morning-glory type spillways were first noted in use around 1896, making this a relatively new 
spillway type (Bradley, 1952). Morning-glories are typically used on sites with restricted space or 
where downstream flow from a reservoir needs to be restricted. Currently, morning-glories are less 
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utilized than other forms of flow control due to concern around air entrainment and flow control. 
Specifically, while morning-glories are designed to control flow over the crest in weir flow, once the 
flow regime transitions into orifice control where the crest is submerged, the original discharge curves 
cannot be interpolated. This would result in two rating curves, one for unsubmerged weir flow and a 
separate curve for submerged flow, increasing the difficulty of managing the outflow of water 
(ACOE, 2012). Furthermore, once debris enters the throat of the control structure, it cannot be 
removed until flow subsides.  
 
To understand the best configuration for utilizing piers or vortex-breakers and maximizing the 
coefficient of discharge over the crest Musavi-Jahromi, et al. tested 17 configurations by varying the 
number of vortex-breakers and the angle of the blade. The most efficient configuration was found to 
be six piers at an angle of 45°, increasing the discharge coefficient by approximately 545%. 
Furthermore, piers impact the flow at which the transition between weir to orifice flow occurs. 
Similarly, this hydraulic physical model based on the prototype of Foss dam in Oklahoma has six 
piers.  
 
Additional literature concerning the relationship between debris loading and WSE can be seen in the 
previous iteration of the physical hydraulic model utilized in this study. The previous study 
investigated debris clogging with various openings of a radial gated ogee crest spillway (Walker, 
2018). To test clogging caused by woody debris, debris pieces of various sizes were introduced to the 
ogee crest spillway at varying flow rates. According to this study, the woody debris caused a 
maximum discharge reduction of 33% with a WSE increase of 4.5 feet prototype for jams that formed 
under natural processes. Observations of the original tests indicated that jams with higher density are 
likely to occur because of the restructuring of debris pieces by wind, waves and other surface 
disturbances in a prototype reservoir. To provide an estimate of the upper range of debris jam impacts, 
after the original jam was formed, the debris pieces were manually compacted to create a very dense 
jam. Artificial debris jams were found to have up to a 9 foot change in WSE and a discharge reduction 
of 48%.  
 
METHODS 
A morning-glory spillway, seen in plan view in Figure 1 and profile view in Figure 2, also referred 
to as a drop inlet or bell-mouth spillway, is an inverted bell-shape that allows surface water to enter 
the spillway by weir-flow. After flow passes the crest of the morning glory, it then enters the bell-
shaped mouth leading into a transition section that allows the flow to converge and is redirected into 
the conduit that passes through the foundation of the dam. Potential jams may form in the crest, 
mouth, transition, or any combination of the three. This physical hydraulic model is of Reclamation’s 
Foss Dam in Oklahoma.  
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Fig. 1 – Morning-glory spillway in 1:18 Froude scale physical model, plan view.  
 
Fig. 2 – Morning-glory spillway in 1:18 Froude scale physical model, profile view. 
 
 
To allow testing of debris jams with various spillway structures, a 1:18 Froude scale physical 
hydraulic model was constructed in Reclamation’s Denver hydraulics laboratory. This included a 20-
ft-wide by 20-ft-long model dimension box and a rock baffle to smooth the incoming from the 
laboratory pump system. The morning-glory had a model diameter of 1.35ft, with piers of 1.33ft. 
Model validity was established during clearwater (without debris) testing. The model afforded 
accurate representations of WSE, flow rates, head loss, velocities, and turbulence in prototype 
(Hydraulic Lab Techniques, p39). Thus, an increase in WSE caused by debris clogging is relative to 
the clearwater rating curve. 
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Debris observed in reservoirs is variable and can include naturally occurring woody species as well 
as docks, boats, and debris from other structures. Variables for woody species of debris can include, 
but are not limited to: flux, density, species, length, diameter, and branch complexity. To represent 
the range of expected flood debris in the physical model, pieces used for modelling included sapling 
conifer trees, natural sticks, dowel rods, and simulated trees created by placing a rootball on the end 
of a dowel rod. The range in prototype lengths of debris was 10 to 35 feet while diameters ranged 
from 0.5 to 4 feet. In all, approximately 300 assorted debris samples were utilized per test.  
 
Tested flow rates for the morning-glory physical model, given in prototype, spanned a range of 500 
cubic feet per second (cfs) to 2500cfs for equilibrium tests and up to 3500cfs for the rating curve 
development. This represents a range of flows from crest control and into pipe control on the morning 
glory rating curve. Above 2500cfs, the crest of the morning-glory spillway was below the water 
surface, thus no debris was observed being pulled underwater into the spillway even when debris 
pieces were fully saturated.   
 
The testing matrix included: generating a rating curve utilizing clearwater (debris-free water) for the 
morning-glory spillway (Fig. 3), debris loading a minimum of ten tests per flow rate at equilibrium, 
performing a simulated flood loading with a stepped hydrograph and debris addition, and loading the 
model with pre-formed clusters. A test for a given flow rate at equilibrium adhered to the following 
procedure: 1) wait for the clearwater to stabilize, 2) insert the primary log in the transition of the 
morning-glory spillway, 3) subject the model to randomly dispersed logs, 4) record where the original 
jam formed, and 5) record WSE and other parameters after the WSE stabilized with the clog.  
 
Fig. 3-  Clear water rating curve.  
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The primary log was a 22 inch long and 3/8th inch diameter dowel that was the only piece of debris 
designed to be too large to pass through the morning-glory when introduced individually (Fig. 4). 
The primary log was used to show how jams can recruit and build after a single piece of debris 
obstructs the passage of water. During a risk assessment, an inventory of the watershed can determine 
if logs are long enough to jam with the geometry of the existing morning glory. To account for the 
fact that the primary log ensured a jam formed, pre-constructed jam tests were also run, without the 
primary log, to ascertain if clogs were as likely to occur within the morning-glory. These pre-
constructed jams posed a high risk of being too large to fit through the spillway. Additionally, for all 
tests random dispersion of the logs entailed individually placing the logs in the model at unsystematic 
points in an arbitrary sequence. 
 
Fig. 4- Schematic of primary log clogging the transition.  
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RESULTS  
Equilibrium Test 
After the introduction of debris into the model, clogs in the morning-glory spillway were grouped 
into four primary categories: crest, mouth, transition, or a combination of the previous three. Figure 
5 exhibits how these jams can potentially obstruct flow, causing an increase in WSE. Since there was 
a fixed flow rate into the model, the resulting change in WSE post-jam can be used to determine the 
corresponding flow rate on the rating curve. Then the reduction in discharge can be calculated by 
comparing the expected flow rate to the calculated flow rate from the rating curve. Therefore, the 
WSE is inversely related to the discharge capacity.  Tests at a given flow rate were repeated 
approximately ten times or until it became apparent that clogs were occurring at only one location in 
the morning-glory (i.e.- crest clogs for orifice flow conditions).  
 
Fig. 5 – Photograph of debris jamming in crest, mouth, and transition from left to right images.  
 
Crest clogs, or jams in the piers, occurred at all flow rates for at least some of the trials and was nearly 
the exclusive location of jams once the morning-glory spillway entered orifice flow (Table 1). The 
transition to orifice flow began at approximately 2240cfs and became fully submerged at 2400cfs. 
Once the flow was in orifice control, the raised WSE resulted in jams having minimal impact on the 
WSE, if jams would occur at all (Fig. 6). Thus, the increased WSE allowed the debris to float above 
the morning-glory inlet in the space between the crest without getting pulled down by the water.   
 
When in weir-flow, debris blockages tended to cause a much larger impact on WSE. This is likely 
because weir-flow is more efficient than orifice flow. This resulted in a larger proportion of clogs 
occurring in the transition and mouth portion of the morning-glory during weir flow as a higher debris 
load was approaching the spillway. Conversely, pier jams still occurred during weir-flow, however 
they were less likely because the velocity vectors diverged around a pier and allowed debris to orient 
into clear flow unless the debris piece formed a jam between two piers. This high passing efficiency 
over the morning-glory spillway contributed to the lack of combination jams at the lower flow rates.  
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Table 1 – Average change in WSE at different jam locations in prototype for equilibrium test. The 
number below WSE in parenthesis denotes frequency of occurrence.  
Flow Rate Crest Mouth Transition Combination Total Average 
WSE 
Change 
(cfs) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (%)  
500 0.954 1.278 1.128 0 1.168 69.92 
(2) (5) (3) (0) 
1020 1.314 0 2.106 0 1.789 67.93 
(4) (0) (6) (0) 
1250 1.701 3.87 4.5 0 3.485 115.93 
(2) (4) (2) (0) 
1510 8.073 10.666 0 3.186 5.481 162.83 
(2) (6) (0) (3) 
1730 2.617 13.122 10.539 7.488 5.745 154.19 
(5) (1) (2) (2) 
1910 0.756 10.692 15.453 13.914 10.816 272.88 
(3) (2) (2) (3) 
2060 5.13 16.608 16.44 18.09 14.764 356.00 
(2) (3) (3) (2) 
2130 5.814 17.917 18.243 0 14.286 336.58 
(3) (5) (2) (0) 
2200 1.458 10.179 0 16.443 6.183 122.20 
(4) (4) (0) (2) 
2240 (Orifice 
flow) 
6.709 0 0 5.667 6.084 95.48 
(7) (0) (0) (3) 
2270 0.627 0 2.277 2.268 1.309 19.88 
(7) (0) (2) (1) 
2300 0.237 0 0 0 0.237 2.86 
(5) (0) (0) (0) 
2500 0.037 0 0 0 0.0675 0.54 
(4) (0) (0) (0) 
Overall 
Average 
2.774 6.024 5.049 5.229 5.386 136.71 
(45) (30) (22) (16) 
 
Fig. 6 - Average change in WSE for all jam locations at varying flows.  
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Cluster Test 
For the pre-formed cluster tests, nearly all the clusters were broken apart by the piers. Two sets of 
tests were utilized with pre-formed clusters. During the first test, a pre-formed cluster was introduced 
into the model and allowed to stabilize to ascertain the final change in WSE (Table 2, Columns 2). 
Out of the flow rates tested, only two clusters were able to pass the crest and form jams in the mouth 
or transition, highlighted in red in Table 2. When the pre-formed clusters passed the crest, flow was 
greatly obstructed resulting in a 200 to 300 percent increase in WSE compared to that of clusters 
restricted to forming jams in the crest.  
 
The second “rapid” set of tests introduced 20 clusters per flow rate. During this test, clusters were 
introduced, formed a jam either at the crest, mouth, transition, or a combination of the three, and then 
removed from the model before being allowed to stabilize (Table 2, Columns 3-4). This test was 
devised to establish the frequency with which the jams would occur at the aforementioned locations. 
As observed in the previous pre-formed cluster test, jams were most likely to form around the piers. 
In both tests, the piers prevented large clusters from entering the spillway in two ways. 
Predominantly, piers broke apart the clusters on impact, allowing smaller pieces of debris to pass 
through the mouth and transition without getting lodged. Secondly, the piers restrained the larger 
clusters from entering the spillway. Therefore, in pre-formed clusters, risk of major changes to WSE 
is relatively low unless individual pieces of debris that break off from the cluster are longer than the 
critical dimension of the morning-glory design.   
 
 
 
Table 2 – Average change in WSE in Prototype for cluster test. Red font denotes transition jams, 
black font denotes debris remained in piers.  
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Flow 
Rate 
(cfs) 
Average 
Change 
(ft) 
Number 
of Jams 
in the 
Crest 
Number 
of Jams in 
the 
Transition 
Percent 
Change 
in 
WSE  
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)  
1020 1.638 20 0 64.54 
1374 25.506 19 1 782.87 
1910 1.332 20 0 33.94 
2130 16.938 19 1 400.43 
2200 2.664 20 0 61.41 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the risk debris clogging poses to morning-glory spillways 
over a range of flow rates. Furthermore, the relationship between the location of the clog and the 
change to WSE in the reservoir was assessed.  
 
As changes to WSE were greatest for transition jams in pre-clustered tests and mouth jams for 
equilibrium tests, it can thus be concluded that debris clogs within the mouth or transition area of the 
morning-glory are the most restrictive to all flow rates. These jams are most likely to occur in peak 
efficiency of the morning-glory spillway, resulting in the largest change to WSE. Because of the 
proximity of the mouth and the transition, combination jams are likely to occur at both locations. 
Therefore, combination jams follow a similar pattern with clogs tending to occur in weir flow. Mouth 
jams were more likely to occur than transition jams because debris was designed to pass through the 
transition of the morning-glory when introduced individually. Multiple pieces of debris would need 
to pass simultaneously to cause a transition jam.  
 
Current analysis suggests morning-glory spillways with piers were able to divide pre-formed clusters 
or prevent larger debris from entering the mouth or transition. If the jam can remain confined to the 
crest, this can greatly limit impacts to WSE. This is especially vital in weir-flow conditions where 
higher velocities will carry the debris into the mouth or transition of the morning-glory. Once the 
spillway enters orifice flow, debris is not as capable of entering the spillway due to the buoyancy of 
the debris pieces combined with higher WSE resisting the downpull of the flow velocity entering the 
morning glory spillway.  
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As every flow rate tested exhibited at least one pier jam, future testing will entail removing the piers 
surrounding the morning-glory and monitoring if the clogs occur in different locations at the same 
flow rates under regular and pre-formed cluster conditions.  
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Abstract: The combined impacts of hydroclimatic change and land development are widely expected 
to increase the frequency and magnitude of flooding in the northeast United States, with potential 
implications to floodplain infrastructure and mapping, hydraulic structures, land management, and 
flood losses. Additionally, shifting flow regimes pose a challenge for engineers and regulators of 
stormwater management, dams, and levees because design storms are commonly based on historical 
data, with the stationarity assumption that the future flow regime will mimic the past. Here, we 
examine selected long-term (40 to 114 years of data) streamflow records from watersheds of varying 
size in the upper Delaware River basin to assess changes in streamflow regimes. A structural 
breakpoint analysis of the streamflow records indicated a break in time-series around the year 2000. 
Hypothesis testing comparing pre- and post-2000 streamflow metrics (annual peak, median, and 7-
day low flows) confirmed a statistically significant shift around the year 2000. For example, median 
flows across the two time periods were statistically different with over 90% confidence for 14 of 28 
gauges considered. 
 
Keywords: Delaware River Basin, streamflow, regime change, hypothesis testing 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The combined impacts of hydroclimatic change and land development are widely expected to increase 
the frequency and magnitude of flooding in the northeast United States, with potential implications 
to floodplain infrastructure and mapping, hydraulic structures, land management, and flood losses 
(ASCE, 2015; USGCRP, 2014; EASTERLING et al., 2017). Additionally, shifting flow regimes pose 
a challenge for engineers and regulators of stormwater management, wastewater management, dams, 
and levees because design storms are commonly based on historical data. For example, NOAA Atlas 
14 precipitation volumes, which are frequently used for peak flow design of storm-water management 
and dam and levees, are based on a stationary annual maximum series, assuming historical data 
represent present and future conditions. Additionally, low flows statistical methods, such as the Q7-
10 statistic which is commonly used for wastewater effluent regulation, also assumes stationarity, or 
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“the idea that natural systems fluctuate within an unchanging envelope of variability” (MILLY et al., 
2008). 
With these approaches to water resources engineering and infrastructure management, uncertainty in 
hydrologic and hydraulic modelling decreases as time progresses because more observations are 
made each year. However, there have been numerous studies indicating that changes in land use and 
climate may invalidate the stationarity assumption for practical purposes. For example, MILLY et al. 
(2008) and WAGENER et al. (2010) assert that water-resource risk assessment and planning can no 
longer entertain stationarity as a default assumption because of anthropogenic disturbances in a river 
basin. IPPC (2007) and LALL et al. (2018) indicate that anthropogenic climate change alters means 
and extremes of precipitation, evapotranspiration, and rates of river discharges that should be taken 
into account to examine frequency of floods. Hence, models need to incorporate anticipated changes 
in flood risk due to both watershed change (e.g., land-use) and climate change (STEDINGER and 
GRIFFIS, 2011). 
Here, we provide an assessment of streamflow regime change by examining selected long-term 
streamflow records from watersheds of varying size in the upper Delaware River Basin. This basin 
was selected as it is close to the urban centers of the northeast and has reportedly experienced an 
increase in precipitation over the past 60 years which may result in a corresponding increase in 
streamflow (USGCRP, 2009; KUNKEL et al., 2013; USGCRP, 2014). This study uses the most 
recent published streamflow datasets. Unlike land use change mapping and rain gauge data, stream 
gauge data directly considers the primary design, management, and regulation criteria: flow. 
Additionally, the streamflow gauges studied here are generally more spatially distributed and 
represent a longer history than land use maps and rain gauges. The assessment of streamflow regime 
change provided here will (1) statistically assess stream flow regime change in the upper Delaware 
Watershed and (2) stand as a case study of the validity of the stationarity assumption.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
This assessment of the probability of streamflow change in the upper Delaware River Basin involved 
the following steps: 
• Select long term stream gauges 
• Calculate annual statistics for each gauge 
• Perform structural breakpoint analyses in time-series for each gauge 
• Perform hypothesis testing for average flow change in pre- and post-breakpoint datasets 
Each step of the process is explained in greater detail below.  
 
Selection of stream gauges 
Stream gauges were selected to (1) obtain full spatial coverage of the river basin, (2) obtain long 
continuous temporal coverage, (3) exclude the impacts of flow regulation, and (4) include sub-basins 
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undergoing urbanization. Although the specific numerical selection for some criteria, such as 10-km 
outside of the watershed, were chosen arbitrarily, all criteria were applied uniformly to all gauges. 
The following list of criteria was used for selecting stream gauges: 
• Minimum of 40 years of data 
• No data gaps greater than 1 year 
• Gauge in operation until 2016 or later 
• Within a 10-km buffer of the upper watershed 
• Not more than 50 missing days of data per year used in the analysis 
• Hydrologic Disturbance Index not greater than 20 
• Density of major upstream dams not greater than 1.2 per 100 km2 
 
For this work, the upper Delaware watershed has been defined as the basin contributing to the 
Delaware River at Riegelsville, Pennsylvania. Riegelsville was chosen as the cut off between the 
upper and lower watershed as a balance between including major upstream tributaries, such as the 
confluence of the Lehigh and Delaware rivers 7-miles upstream of Riegelsville, and excluding the 
tidal effects of the Delaware Bay which extend to Trenton, New Jersey, approximately 35 miles 
downstream of Riegelsville. The watershed was delineated using USGS’s StreamStats (Ver 3) 
application and was cross checked against an ArcMap produced delineation using 30-meter USGS 
quadrangle digital elevation models (DEMs). A 10-km buffer around the upper watershed was taken 
as the study bounds. This definition allows for inclusion of additional gauges in the most upper sub-
basins of bordering watersheds, which may have similar hydrologic properties to the Delaware 
Watershed.  
 
A key limitation of stream gauge data when studying hydroclimatic change and land development 
effects is the effect of direct streamflow regulation. This includes releases, diversions, and storages 
from dams, levees, mining operations, power plants, water treatment plants, wastewater treatment 
plants, etc. Therefore, limits on Hydrologic Disturbance Index (HDI) as defined by FALCONE et al. 
(2010) and density of major upstream dams have been set. The upper Delaware Watershed is an 
opportune basin to perform this study because the Delaware River is the longest free-flowing river in 
the Eastern United States; however, it must be recognized that there is some level of flow regulation 
within the watershed.  
 
Figure 1 provides a map of the total 28 selected stream gauges, the study limits, and relevant dams. 
Table 1 provides a list of the selected gauges with relevant watershed data. For the selected gauges, 
the average HDI and density of major upstream dams were 14 and 0.1 per 100 km2. The watershed 
area ranged from 29 km2 to 850 km2 with an average of 250 km2.  
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Fig. 1 – Map of Selected Gauges 
 
 
 
Table 1 – Selected Gauges and Relevant Watershed Data
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Calculate annual statistics 
Peak annual, median annual, and 7-day low annual flows were selected to represent the entire 
streamflow regime: high to low flows. Median and 7-day low flows were calculated from USGS 
historical surface water daily reported flows. 7-day low flow was defined as the lowest average flow 
in a 7-day period for a given water year. Daily data disrupted by ice flows were excluded from the 
analysis and included in the missing days requirement. Peak annual flows were taken directly from 
the USGS database and represent the maximum flow recorded for each water year.  
 
Structural breakpoint analysis 
The statistical programming and computing language R (Version 3.4.1) and the package 
“strucchange” were used to perform Bai-Perron (BP) tests to detect structural breaks and choose a 
particular year in a time-series to allow for the comparison of pre and post breakpoint flow statistics. 
For each gauge, all flow types (7-day low, median, peak) were analyzed individually as well as 
combined. As criteria for performing BP tests, the following two main assumptions about time-series 
were made: 
1. Independent and identically distributed data: Because the time-series is composed of annual 
flow data, we can assume non-dependence and same probability distribution of the values. 
Station ID Station Name
Watershed 
Area 
(km2)
Hydrologic 
Disturbance 
Index (HDI)
Major Dam 
Density (Number 
per 100 km2)
Starting 
Water 
Year
Ending 
Water 
Year
Watershed 
2006 % 
Impervious
01350000 Schoharie Creek At Prattsville, NY 613 17 0.49 1904 2017 0.3%
01350120 Platter Kill At Gilboa, NY 29 12 0.00 1976 2016 0.3%
01350140 Mine Kill Near North Blenheim, NY 44 15 0.00 1976 2017 0.2%
01362200 Esopus Creek At Allaben, NY 169 15 0.00 1964 2016 0.2%
01362500 Esopus Creek At Coldbrook, NY 493 13 0.00 1932 2017 0.2%
01365000 Rondout Creek Near Lowes Corners, NY 100 8 0.00 1938 2016 0.0%
01396500 South Branch Raritan River Near High Bridge, NJ 163 15 0.00 1919 2017 3.2%
01396660 Mulhockaway Creek At Van Syckel, NJ 30 14 0.00 1978 2017 2.7%
01399500 Lamington (Black) River Near Pottersville, NJ 83 17 0.00 1922 2017 4.1%
01413500 East Br Delaware R At Margaretville, NY 424 11 0.00 1938 2017 0.2%
01414500 Mill Brook Near Dunraven, NY 64 9 0.00 1938 2017 0.0%
01415000 Tremper Kill Near Andes, NY 86 15 0.00 1938 2017 0.2%
01420500 Beaver Kill At Cooks Falls, NY 627 19 0.00 1914 2016 0.2%
01423000 West Branch Delaware River At Walton, NY 860 16 0.00 1951 2017 0.4%
01429500 Dyberry Creek Near Honesdale, PA 167 17 0.60 1944 2017 0.3%
01435000 Neversink River Near Claryville, NY 172 13 0.00 1939 2016 0.0%
01439500 Bush Kill At Shoemakers, PA 306 9 0.00 1909 2017 0.3%
01440000 Flat Brook Near Flatbrookville, NJ 168 11 0.00 1924 2017 0.2%
01440400 Brodhead Creek Near Analomink, PA 175 17 1.14 1958 2017 0.4%
01447500 Lehigh River At Stoddartsville, PA 240 13 0.00 1944 2017 0.5%
01447680 Tunkhannock Creek Near Long Pond, PA 52 9 0.00 1966 2017 0.6%
01447720 Tobyhanna Creek Near Blakeslee, PA 308 18 0.32 1962 2017 1.9%
01447800 Lehigh R Bl Francis E Walter Res Nr White Haven, PA 753 18 0.27 1958 2017 1.0%
01449360 Pohopoco Creek At Kresgeville, PA 129 14 0.00 1967 2017 2.5%
01450500 Aquashicola Creek At Palmerton, PA 198 20 0.00 1940 2017 1.7%
01451500 Little Lehigh Creek Near Allentown, PA 212 15 0.00 1946 2017 10.1%
01451800 Jordan Creek Near Schnecksville, PA 136 14 0.00 1967 2017 1.7%
01452000 Jordan Creek At Allentown, PA 197 20 0.00 1945 2017 3.8%
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2. No serial autocorrelation between the data: This was validated by flow-time plots for each 
time-series. 
A BP test is comprised of two separate and independent parts. First, it sequentially locates breaks 
(one, two, and so on) in a time-series, regardless of statistical significance, based on the minimization 
of sum of square residuals (SSR) corresponding to the breaks. Second, it tests the significance of the 
existence of the identified breaks by the comparison (e.g., F-test) of SSR (BAI and PERRON, 1998; 
ANTOSHIN et al., 2008). For the purpose of this study, the second part was ignored. The BP tests 
were performed only to provide a mathematical rationale for choosing a certain break year. Even 
though breakpoints were highly significant (>95% confidence) in case of some gauges, the 
significance of a particular (break) year in general was not considered as important as the idea that 
streamflow change may have possibly occurred somewhere around that year. It is for this reason and 
for the practical purpose that gauges with breaks within +/- 5 years were assigned the same 
breakpoint. For example, the year 2000 was assigned to a gauge with a breakpoint belonging to the 
set (1995, 1996, …, 2005). Based on the greatest frequency across the gauges, the year 2000 was 
determined to be the most likely major breakpoint followed by 1970. Table 2 shows the frequency of 
the breakpoints. Figure 2 shows the R plots to illustrate the individual-flow (gauge 01362200) and 
combined-flow (gauge 01447800) analyses.  
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Table 2 – Breakpoint frequency 
Flow statistics No. of gauges with breakpoint 
Year 2000 Year 1970 
7-day low 20 16 
Median 19 21 
Peak 16 11 
All three together 22 16 
 
Fig. 2 - (a) Plot of 7-day low flow against time for the gauge 01362200. The BP test shows 1999 as a 
breakpoint with 95% confidence interval (1981, 2008). (b) Combined plot of 7-day low, median, and peak 
flow against time for the gauge 01447800. The BP test shows 2002 as a breakpoint with 95% confidence 
interval (1969, 2008). 
 
 
For all the gauges in the basin, the breakpoint 2000 was chosen for further streamflow analysis 
because: (1) 2000 was the most frequent breakpoint across the gauges, and (2) although 1970 was 
also frequent, it was the secondary break which showed up together with 2000 for most of the gauges. 
Figure 3 shows a histogram showing the frequency of first and secondary breaks for all gauges. 
 
Fig. 3 – Histogram of First and Secondary BP Breakpoints
a 
b 
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Hypothesis testing 
The BP test shows breaks in a time-series based on analysis of structure and distribution of data. 
However, it does not conjecture on factors such as nature of the data before and after a break. Hence, 
hypothesis testing was done to evaluate if the change in average of the annual statistics occurred 
significantly before and after the breakpoint. For each time-series (for all 28 gauges), null and 
alternative hypotheses were formulated as follows: 
Null hypothesis (H0):  X̄1 - X̄2 = 0 
Alternate hypothesis (HA): X̄1 - X̄2 ≠ 0 
where  X̄1 and X̄2 are the average pre and post breakpoint year 2000 streamflow (cfs).  
 
RESULTS 
The results of the hypothesis testing indicate statistical change for low and median flows for many 
gauges. However, no stream gauges exhibited significant (95% confidence) change in peak flow. This 
may be attributed to two phenomena: (1) flow regulation from dams has prevented any significant 
change in peak flow, or (2) peak flows have high variability such that an assessment of change with 
statistical significance is not feasible. The authors have not attempted to quantify the impact of these 
two phenomena. The results of hypothesis testing are shown in Table 3. 
Low frequency events, such as the 100-yr flood and Q7-10, guide the majority of decisions for water 
resource infrastructure design, management, and regulation. To put the results of this study into the 
context of water resource practice, estimates of Q7-10, 5-yr, and 25-yr flows have been calculated 
using the Log-Pearson III distribution with station skew and no outlier adjustment. Changes in these 
flows in addition to the 7-day low, median and peak flows are summarized in Table 4.  
 
Table 3 - Summary of hypothesis testing results showing the number of gauges (out of 28) with streamflow 
change about the breakpoint year 2000 
Flow statistics No. of gauges with average streamflow change 
95% confidence 90% confidence 
0
4
8
12
Fr
eq
ue
nc
y
Year
1st 2nd
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Average 7-day low 14 16 
Average Median 11 14 
Average Peak 0 2 
 
Table 4 - Changes in common statistics before and after the breakpoint year 2000 
Flow statistics No. of gauges with flow 
increase after 2000 
Max flow 
increase 
Max flow 
decrease 
Average flow 
change 
Average 7-day low 24 +109% -18% +33% 
Average Median 24 +35% -7% +15% 
Average peak 21 +61% -29% +12% 
Q7-10 23 +216% -23% +32% 
5-yr flow 22 +69% -26% +16% 
25-yr flow 22 +133% -55% +28% 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Results of the hypothesis testing comparing streamflow before and after the year 2000 breakpoint 
indicated that statistically significant streamflow change has occurred for low flow and median flow 
for the majority of the selected gauges. However, peak flows did not exhibit statistically significant 
change. Changes in the average median streamflows range from 35% increase to 7% decrease. 
Although the changes varied significantly from gauge to gauge for each statistic, the majority of 
gauges exhibited an increase in flow, which aligns with past observations that this geographic area 
has experienced an increase in precipitation over the past 60 years (USGCRP, 2009; KUNKEL et al., 
2013; USGCRP, 2014, EASTERLING et al., 2017). The Catskill Mountain (see Fig. 1) region’s land 
use and development is strictly regulated, and this region has exhibited streamflow regime trends 
consistent with the rest of the study area. Additionally, changes in observed median streamflows were 
not correlated to watershed imperviousness. Consequently, the authors believe that the streamflow 
regime change is not solely a result of land use change; however, no attempt has been made to 
decouple the effects of hydroclimatic change (precipitation/evapotranspiration) and land use, and 
therefore, the authors recommend further research in this topic. 
Results indicating statistically significant change pose a challenge to traditional engineering and 
management practice, which assumes a stationary streamflow regime. Engineers, operators, and 
regulators of water resources infrastructure should perform site specific analyses to access the validity 
of the stationarity assumption. In the context of risk studies, consideration should be made to assess 
risk over the life of the asset - not only risk in its current state. Considering gauge 01420500 as an 
example, the 5-yr streamflow calculated with the entire range of historical data (1914-2017) is 19,100 
cfs and the streamflow calculated for the post-2000 data (2000-2017) is 29,300 cfs. Put differently, 
19,100 cfs corresponds to a 20% probability (5 year turn period) when considering the life of the 
gauge; however, 19,100 cfs corresponds to a 63% probability (~2.7 year turn period) when 
considering only the post 2000 data. As risk analyses become increasing popular, land use change 
continues, and hydroclimatic change progresses, practitioners are encouraged to further study the 
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impact of the stationarity assumption and consider streamflow regimes as dynamic.  
 
 
SYMBOLS 
X̄1 - Average streamflow (cfs) before the breakpoint year 2000 
X̄2 - Average streamflow (cfs) after the breakpoint year 2000 
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Abstract: The surface recirculation region (SRR), or roller of a conventional hydraulic jump, can 
pose a safety hazard to recreational river users. In contrast, for an undular hydraulic jump (UHJ), 
the recirculation region lies submerged on the channel bed and does not pose the same risk. For a 
river engineer designing whitewater parks, it is crucial to know the conditions of undular hydraulic 
jump formation at instream structures; it can mean the difference between life and death for 
recreational river users. However, most existing literature has established conditions of UHJ 
formation only for the case of a plain bed rectangular channel, which is a situation that does not 
realistically represent whitewater park situations. Thus, there is a need to determine conditions of 
UHJ formation for instream structures commonly used in whitewater park design. This work 
utilizes computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to explore conditions of undular hydraulic jump 
formation where an instream structure is represented as a backward facing step. The CFD toolbox 
OpenFOAM was used with the interFOAM Volume of Fluid (VOF) solver, and different Reynolds 
Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) turbulence models.  This research studied the relationship 
between upstream Froude number and submergence ratio to systematically investigate the limits of 
undular hydraulic jump formation and to identify zones that produce each of the 5 subtypes of 
hydraulic jumps, focusing on those that are most desirable for whitewater parks.   
 
Keywords: Undular Hydraulic Jumps, Recreational Hydraulics, Computational Fluid Dynamics. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Recreational river usage has been steadily increasing since 1998 (RPI CONSULTING INC 
2006). In 2014, over 20 million users participated in some form of recreational paddlesport (THE 
OUTDOOR FOUNDATION 2015). Of the larger paddlesport group, 5.6 million users participate in 
either whitewater kayaking or rafting (THE OUTDOOR FOUNDATION 2015). Economic impact 
analyses have shown that there is a significant return on investment for the construction of a 
whitewater park near urban areas. Colorado is the state leading the way with the largest number of 
constructed whitewater parks (BRAAK 2012; PODOLAK 2012; RPI CONSULTING INC 2006). The 
primary attraction of any whitewater park is the hydraulic jumps created for the river users. The 
design engineer’s task is to create a hydraulic structure that for a range of flows creates a hydraulic 
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jump of recreational value without being dangerous. Little literature exists about guidelines for safe 
recreational hydraulic jumps. One example, from URBAN DRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT 
(2016), is overly restrictive stating that the incoming Froude number (Fr) must be less than 1.5 at 
the toe and the slope of the structure must be less than 0.1. 
For large, constructed recreation channel projects such as Olympic venues, physical 
modeling is the preferred method used to evaluate the hydraulic design (GOODMAN AND PARR 
1994). Advancements in computing power allow the use of numerical methods (CAISLEY ET AL. 
1999). On a smaller scale, typically hydraulic structures are designed for energy dissipation where a 
large, SRR is desired. However, large SRR’s can create conditions that “trap” swimmers or even 
river users in their boats, similar to conditions at a low head dam. Therefore, it is useful to know 
when hydraulic jumps occur that do not produce a roller specifically when a hydraulic jump is 
either in an undular (wave train) or maximum wave (W jump) form (OHTSU AND YASUDA 1991). 
Numerous hydraulic studies have been performed where flume experiments are used to classify 
distinct subtypes of hydraulic jumps based on their hydraulic properties. (CHOW 1959) used 
incoming Froude number to discretize five different types: undular (1< Fr < 1.7), weak (1.7 < Fr < 
2.5), oscillating (2.5 < Fr < 4.5), steady (4.5 < Fr < 9.0), and strong hydraulic jumps (Fr > 9.0). 
(RAJARATNAM 1966) categorized different types of hydraulic jumps in sloping channels based on 
recirculation region and conjugate depth. RYABENKO (1990) studied different undular jump profiles 
and conditions for existence.  CHANSON (1993, 1996) has performed multiple studies on conditions 
of UHJ formation and categorized specific subtypes of UHJ’s (CHANSON AND MONTES 1995).  
KAWAGOSHI AND HAGER (1990), OHTSU AND YASUDA (1991)  and MOSSA ET AL. (2002) studied 
hydraulic jumps at abrupt drops, also referred to as backward facing steps.  Where KAWAGOSHI AND 
HAGER (1990) focused on wave type flow. OHTSU AND YASUDA (1991) studied the effect of step 
height.  MOSSA ET AL. (2002) studied the effect of tailwater height on the type of hydraulic jump 
and showed hydraulic jumps exist on a continuous spectrum and at certain flow conditions can 
oscillate between two types.  
While most of the research on hydraulic jump flow patterns and characteristics have utilized 
physical modeling, numerical methods are becoming more popular. Advances in computing power, 
allow the use of numerical models to predict time-averaged properties of hydraulic jumps 
accurately. Both commercial and open-source models exist and agree well with physical model 
results (BAYON-BARRACHINA AND LOPEZ-JIMENEZ 2015; BAYON ET AL. 2016). However, even 
numerical models have difficulty predicting some hydraulic jump features such as aeration and 
recirculation length (MURZYN AND CHANSON 2009). Despite limitations, numerical models 
currently offer the lowest barrier to entry to studying hydraulic jumps.  
Even though 2D and 3D numerical hydraulic modeling are becoming more accessible and 
accepted. For general river engineering projects, 1D numerical hydraulic models are still the 
common standard. Of all the possible factors that influence the flow pattern and corresponding 
subtype of hydraulic jumps, it is believed that incoming Froude number and relative tailwater level 
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are the most important. By studying a range of Froude numbers and submergence ratios it would be 
possible to categorize types of hydraulic jumps as well as estimate characteristics of what a 
hydraulic jump might look like using outputs from a less complex 1D numerical model. This study 
aims to use computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools to perform a detailed study of how the Fr and 
depth ratio affect the flow patterns of hydraulic jumps, specifically which subtypes occur for certain 
values of Fr and h1/h0. 
METHODOLOGY 
Geometry 
A backward facing step was used as a simplified drop structure geometry.  In this manner, 
supercritical flow enters the domain at the inlet, flows across the flat step, which represents the 
plane of the downstream crest of the drop structure. The water level at the outlet forces a return to 
subcritical flow.  For a real drop structure, the structure forces subcritical flow from the inlet to 
backwater until water beings flowing down the structure accelerating to supercritical flow before 
abruptly transitioning into the subcritical pool below.  Choosing the backward facing step geometry 
removes the need for the water to accelerate down the structure to attain supercritical conditions, a 
supercritical inlet can be specified. By using a horizontal flat bottom on the step, it is easier to force 
a specific Froude number at the inlet since the fluid does not accelerate further due to gravity. This 
configuration allows the step width to be increased to move the location of the hydraulic jump 
further away from the inlet to minimize boundary effects on the hydraulic jump.  
 
Figure 1: Simulation Schematic 
Numerical Tools 
For the numerical model, the freely-available open source platform OpenFOAM Version 6 
was selected. A hydraulic jump is an incompressible, multi-phase, turbulent problem and selected 
solver must reflect that. Within the OpenFOAM framework the interFOAM solver was selected 
since it is capable of resolving transient, incompressible multiphase flow (MARIĆ ET AL. 2014). 
While a variety of turbulence models can be used with the interFOAM solver, this work will utilize 
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) turbulence models. OpenFOAM/interFOAM are 
gaining popularity for multi-phase simulations. Bayon et al. (2016) compared OpenFOAM to 
FLOW3D, a commercial CFD code, and found that OpenFOAM is better at reproducing the flow 
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structure of a hydraulic jump. 
Boundary Conditions 
Table 1 summarizes the boundary conditions used for the model. 
Table 1: Boundary Conditions Summary 
 Alpha U P_rgh K Omega 
Inlet Fixed value Fixed Value Fixed Flux Pressure Fixed value Fixed Value 
Outlet Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet Total pressure Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet 
Wall Zero Gradient No-slip Fixed Flux Pressure Wall Function Wall Function 
Atmosphere Inlet Outlet Pressure Inlet Outlet Velocity Total Pressure Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet 
Fixed values for velocity and turbulence are imposed at the inlet to force supercritical conditions. A 
total pressure boundary is imposed on the outlet forcing hydrostatic pressure. The total pressure 
boundary at the outlet allows the volume of fluid in the domain to adjust rather than specifying a 
velocity outlet. Turbulent wall functions were used and will be discussed further in the next section.  
Mesh & Sensitivity Analysis 
A uniform, structured mesh where all mesh elements are orthogonal tetrahedrals was used 
since the block structure of a backward facing step is easy to produce with a structured mesh. A 
mesh refinement study was performed to minimize discretization error for the main simulation set. 
All meshes are uniform structured meshes where dy = dz. To reduce computation time, all 
simulations are 2D where the X direction is not computed. Seven mesh sizes in meters were 
studied: [0.18, 0.065, 0.039, 0.023, 0.014, 0.008, 0.005]. As the mesh size decreases, the resolution 
of the free water surface increases, but so does simulation time due to increasing the number of 
cells. The smaller cells require a smaller time step to satisfy the Courant condition. Table 2 
summarizes the mesh sensitivity results. 
Table 2: Mesh Sensitivity Analysis 
Figure 2 plots the resulting water surface elevation profile 
for each mesh resolution. For turbulent, high Reynolds 
number flows, there are high velocity gradients and viscous 
effects are important near the wall (POPE 2000). Certain 
turbulence models are only valid in regions of fully 
developed turbulence, and do not perform well close to the 
wall where viscous contributions are important. Rather than 
refine the mesh to adequately capture the viscous sublayer, 
wall functions can be implemented to reduce the 
computational cost of resolving near wall effects. Wall 
functions rely on the universal law of the wall, or log-law 
Δx Total Cells Number of Vertical Cells y+ 
0.3 569 2 6419 
0.18 1,470 3 4770 
0.065 11,396 8 1997 
0.039 31,168 13 2056 
0.023 89,947 22 1465 
0.014 242,760 36 926 
0.008 741,250 62 545 
0.005 1,900,000 100 339 
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relations, where the first computational grid cell next to the wall boundary must fall in the log-law 
region (POPE 2000). The non-dimensional distance to the wall, or y+, is used to see what flow 
region computational cells fall in. For RANS turbulence models the log-law region falls between    
 
Figure 2: Mesh Refinement Analysis 
30 < y+ < 500 (VERSTEEG AND MALALASEKERA 2007). Due to computational cost and 
simulation time, a uniform mesh size of 0.014m was used since figure 2 shows the water surface 
elevations converging to a common profile. The implications of using this mesh size and y+ will be 
revisited in the validation section of the results. 
Resolving Turbulence 
Due to uncertainties with turbulence parameter estimation and specific weaknesses inherent 
to turbulence models an uncertainty analysis was performed for both turbulence models and 
turbulence parameters to see how each impacted the resulting water surface profile. A base case of 
Fr= 1.75 was used and different turbulent model and turbulent parameter combinations were 
simulated. Only RANS models were used because of widespread use in industrial problems and 
reduced computation time. The k-ε, RNG k-ε, k-ω and k-ω-SST were the turbulence models 
selected for this study. Initial turbulence variables were calculated from equations 1 thru 3 (MARIC 
ET AL. 2014).  Where k is the turbulent energy [m2/s2], U is mean flow velocity [m/s], I is the 
turbulence intensity [%], ε is the turbulent dissipation rate [m2/s3], Cμ is a turbulent model constant, 
l is the turbulent length scale [m], and ω is the specific turbulence dissipation rate [1/s]. A mixing 
length of 0.001m, a turbulent intensity of 5%, and a turbulent model constant of 0.09 was assumed.  
𝑘𝑘 =  3
2
(𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈)2  (1) 
ε =  𝐶𝐶𝜇𝜇 𝑘𝑘23𝑙𝑙   (2) 
𝜔𝜔 =  √𝑘𝑘
𝑙𝑙
  (3) 
Additionally, the turbulence parameters were varied one order of magnitude greater and less than 
the initial calculated value to yield the following sets of parameters: k [0.0055, 0.055, 0.55], ε 
[0.118, 1.18, 11.8], and ω [23.57, 235.7, 2357]. The results of the turbulent sensitivity analysis 
showed little differences between the k-ε, k-ω, and k-ω-SST turbulence models. The RNG k-ε 
model did predict a small SRR. Variation in turbulence variables had little effect on the resulting 
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water profile. Based on the results of the turbulence sensitivity analysis, the k-ω-SST turbulence 
model was used moving forward, primarily to avoid known deficiencies of k-ε based models 
resolving curvature and adverse pressure gradients near the wall as mentioned by POPE (2000). 
Computational Resources 
The numerical simulations were computed on a 2 x 16 core AMD EPYC 7301 with a clock 
speed of 2.2 GHz and 128GB of RAM. The total computational cost varied due to use of adaptive 
time stepping.  The Fr=3.0 required both a larger domain and smaller time step than the Fr=1.2. 
Total computational cost varied from approximately 1756.8 core*hours to 2316.9 core*hours. Since 
the simulation was run in parallel with 32 subdomains, the real computation time varies from 54.9 
to 72.4 hours.  
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Figure 3: Types of Hydraulics Jumps. Left schematic source 
(OHTSU AND YASUDA 1991). Center flume study source 
(MOSSA ET AL. 2002). Right CFD profile from this study 
Classification of subtypes 
Figure 3, to the left, 
summarizes different subtypes 
of hydraulic jumps where 
sketches, flume study images 
and CFD simulation data 
distinguish each subtype. The 
schematic images in the left 
column came from (OHTSU 
AND YASUDA 1991). The 
center column flume study 
images came from (MOSSA 
ET AL. 2002). The right 
column images came from this 
study, where the most 
representative image was 
selected from the range of 
simulations. From these 
classifications, qualitative 
flow features were identified 
that are unique to each 
subtype of hydraulic jump. 
Table 3 below summarizes the 
qualitative flow features used to categorize each subtype of hydraulic jump.  
 
Table 3: Qualitative Flow Feature Summary 
  Tailwater Height 
Horizontal Location  
of Hydraulic Jump High Velocity Jet Recirculation Region 
A Jump Greater than incoming flow Upstream of step 
Jet is deflected upward 
and diffused by aerated 
recirculation region 
Primary hydraulic jump  
is an aerated SRR 
Wave 
Jump 
Greater than 
incoming flow Centered on step 
Jet persists past primary  
hydraulic (wave) and is 
dissipated by the aerated 
recirculation region of the 
secondary hydraulic jump 
Large submerged  
recirculation region under the 
primary hydraulic jump 
(wave). Secondary hydraulic 
jump is a large aerated SRR 
Undular 
Jump 
Greater than 
incoming flow Downstream of step 
Jet persists downstream 
 undulating on the surface, 
until gradually dissipated 
No SRR, submerged 
recirculation region located 
under supercritical jet 
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B Jump 
Less than or 
greater than 
incoming flow 
Downstream of step 
Jet plunges downward off 
the step and is dissipated 
by the aeration 
recirculation region 
Primary hydraulic jump is a 
large, aerated SRR 
B Jump 
Limited 
Less than or 
greater than 
incoming flow 
Downstream of step 
Jet plunges downward off 
the step but persists and 
travels horizontally along 
the bed, under the aerated 
recirculation region before 
being dissipated 
Primary hydraulic jump is a 
large, aerated SRR 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Validation 
A validation case was created from experimental data collected from KAWAGOSHI AND 
HAGER (1990). Test series B, case ID 3-2 was selected because it had the thickest flow depth to 
reduce scale effects.  The incoming Froude number is 3.02 and the step height ratio (Sh/h0) is 3.2. 
The first validation run featured the uniform mesh size of 0.014m. The resulting wave crest and 
plunge point significantly differed from experimental measurements so the wall treatment was 
revisited. For Fr=3.02, and a uniform mesh, the average y+ on the step was found to be 950. A 
second simulation was created where boundary layers were added to the step surface to increase the 
near wall resolution. The addition of the boundary layers in the mesh decreased the y+ to 49 and the 
predicted wave crest and plunge point better match the experimental data as seen in Figure 3. The 
revised mesh under predicted the horizontal location of the wave crest by 4.3% and over predicted 
the crest height by 5.9%. The horizontal location of the plunge point was under predicted 
 
Figure 3: Validation Profile 
by 5.9% and over predicted the plunge point elevation by 2.2%.  Despite differences between 
properly resolved boundary layers for predicting wave crest location, there were no differences in 
the resulting subtype of hydraulic jump for each submergence ratio for a given Froude number. 
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Figure 4: Froude Number and Submergence Ratio Summary 
Froude Number and Submergence Ratio Simulations 
For the primary Froude 
number and tailwater analysis, 
a submergence ratio (SR) 
calculated, h1 / h0 was used to 
separate the step height from 
the tailwater height. To do 
this, the elevation of the top of 
the step is used as the datum 
(see Figure 1). For all 
simulations a step height ratio 
(Sh/h0) of 2.0 was used, which 
differs from the validation 
case. For the study, the 
following SR’s were studied 
[1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5, 
2.75, 3.0 3.25 3.5 3.75 4.0]. 
These submergence ratios 
were simulated for each of the 
following Froude numbers 
[1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.8, 3.0]. Figure 4 shows 
the results of the Froude 
number and SR analysis where 
for each unique combination 
of Froude number and SR the 
hydraulic jump subtype has 
been identified according to the characteristics described in Table 3. From Figure 4 two trends can 
be observed. The first is the general progression of hydraulic jump subtypes as the SR is increased. 
It is seen that hydraulic jumps transition from B limited jump > B jump > undular jump > wave 
jump > A jump as the SR increases. The figure also shows how as Froude number increases, the SR 
for which a give subtype transitions increases as well. When looking at the data in Figure 4, it 
should be noted that these are discrete points and the exact boundary between two different 
subtypes of hydraulic jumps is not explicitly known. Also of note is the tendency for hydraulic 
jumps to oscillate between two different types as observed by MOSSA ET AL. (2002), it’s unknown 
how accurate CFD is at capturing the transition region between two subtypes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This study shows that CFD is capable of resolving five different subtypes of hydraulic 
jumps that form at a backward facing step. A wave type jump simulation was validated with 
experimental data from KAWAGOSHI AND HAGER (1990). With a properly resolved y+, numerical 
simulations accurately predict wave crest and plunge point with < 6% error. As predicted, Froude 
number and submergence ratio are significant factors in determining the type of hydraulic jump that 
form. Unique combinations of each are able to form different subtypes of jumps. As the 
submergence ratio increases for a given Froude number, the hydraulic jumps transition from a B 
limited jump > B jump > undular jump > wave jump > A jump until becoming submerged. These 
jumps correspond to types identified in laboratory flume tests. As incoming Froude number 
increases, the submergence ratio that produces each type of hydraulic jump increases as well.  
For recreational considerations, the undular and wave jumps are safe hydraulic jumps 
because they do not have a primary surface recirculation region. Not to say that all hydraulic jumps 
with a SRR are dangerous, there may be cases with low Froude numbers where a SRR is beneficial 
for recreation. There are large uncertainties regarding the use of CFD to predict recirculation 
regions. At the present time, it is not possible to determine safety using CFD alone.  
NOMENCLATURE 
CFD  Computational Fluid Dynamics 
RANS  Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 
RNG  Re-Normalization Group 
SR  Submergence Ratio 
SRR  Surface recirculation region 
SST  Shear Stress Transport 
UHJ  Undular hydraulic jump 
VOF  Volume of Fluid 
k  Turbulent Kinetic Energy 
ε  Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy 
ω  Specific dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy 
h0   Inlet water depth 
h1   Outlet water depth 
Fr   Froude number 
Sw   Step width 
Sh   Step height 
y+  Dimensionless wall distance 
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Abstract: Arced labyrinth weirs are a viable option for existing spillway retrofit due to their increased 
flow capacity. This study supplies additional arced labyrinth weir hydraulic design empirical data and 
uses this data to validate a numerical model (utilized Flow-3D) of the same experimental setup. The 
dimensionless discharge coefficient relationship is presented for the physical model, potential errors 
due to physical model crest referencing are discussed, and the relative and absolute errors along with 
a grid convergence study are given for the numerical model.  
 
Keywords: Arced Labyrinth Weirs, Spillway Hydraulics, CFD. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Due to higher frequency in extreme flood event occurrence in recent years, estimates for design storm 
requirements (i.e. probable maximum flood (PMF), 500-year storm, etc.) have increased. 
Consequently, many reservoir systems no longer meet discharge requirements. Labyrinth weirs 
provide a feasible retrofit to existing, fixed-width spillways as the length and resultingly the discharge 
capacity of the spillway can increase with no change in spillway width. Tullis et al. (1995) state that 
a nonlinear weir, such as a labyrinth weir, can approximately double the discharge capacity relative 
to a linear weir.  
In reservoir applications, arcing a labyrinth spillway can further improve hydraulic efficiency. When 
spillways are engaged, the approach flow tends to converge towards the spillway. By arcing the 
labyrinth weir, the inlet cycles are better oriented to the approach flow and the inlet cycle area 
increases; these factors help the spillway efficiently handle reservoir-type flow patterns.  
Existing Arced Labyrinth Weir Research 
Crookston (2010) conducted research on six arced labyrinth weirs and nine non-arced labyrinth weirs 
in a laboratory scaled headbox/reservoir at the Utah Water Research Laboratory (UWRL) at Utah 
State University. Each weir had 5 cycles (N=5), a half-round crest, and trapezoidal labyrinth 
geometry. The arced labyrinth weirs tested had sidewall angles (α) equal to 6° and 12° each at three 
different cycle arc angles (θ = 10°, 20°, and 30°). Christensen (2012) furthered this research by 
including α=20° and including N=7 and 10 for α=12°, and N=10 for α=20°.  
Crookston (2010) found that arcing a labyrinth weir can increase hydraulic efficiency by ~5-11% 
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when compared to non-arced labyrinth weirs in reservoir applications. However, because of the 
increased inlet cycle area compared to the outlet cycle area, this increase in hydraulic efficiency 
exceeds the outlet free-flow capacity at smaller heads relative to the weir crest (HT/P) when compared 
to non-arced labyrinth weirs. This causes arced labyrinth weirs to submerge sooner than non-arced 
weirs. Furthermore, Christensen (2012) found that increasing the cycle number has little effect on 
discharge efficiency, and linearly increases flow capacity with the increased weir length. Christensen 
(2012) also noted nappe behavior. Due to the increased flow capacity of the inlet cycles and decreased 
free flow capacity of the outlet cycles, the arced labyrinth weirs tested did not fully aerate; only 
partial, oscillating aeration was present until the weirs became drowned.  
The empirical data of Crookston (2010) and Christensen (2012) represent the primary source used to 
predict hydraulic performance of prototype arced labyrinth weirs. Therefore, designers are forced to 
interpolate when prototype geometries do not exactly match the aforementioned geometries tested. 
This study was undertaken to reduce the level of uncertainty when using interpolated data by 
providing additional empirical reference data and using computational fluid dynamic (CFD) 
modeling in an effort to replicate the empirical data. This report focuses on the challenges, benefits, 
and results that are presented through composite modeling, in this case, physical and numerical. 
Composite Modeling 
Savage et al. (2016) extended the research of Crookston and Tullis (2013) by modeling a 4-cycle, 
α=15° non-arced labyrinth weir in a laboratory flume at HT/P > 1.0 (where HT/P is the dimensionless 
ratio of total head to weir height). This physical model was used to validate a numerical model, which 
simulated flow over two cycles of the same weir. All relative errors between the physical and 
numerical model were within ±3%. While it is common to attribute relative errors to the estimations 
and assumptions made in the numerical model, these relative errors also can be partially assigned to 
errors in physical modelling (i.e. errors in crest elevation reference, weir levelness, and individual 
point measurements).  
Crookston et al. (2018) performed a similar study by comparing existing piano-key weir laboratory 
data (Anderson and Tullis 2013) to numerical models. The results of Anderson and Tullis (2013) 
were replicated with error bars between ~3-4%. Both Savage et al. (2016) and Crookston et al. (2018) 
sought to determine the effect of multiple numerical turbulence models on the discharge coefficient 
(Cd) solution. Savage et al. (2016) modeled the large eddy simulation (LES) and the renormalized 
group theory (RNG) turbulence models, while Crookston et al. (2018) studied the LES and the RNG 
k-ε models. Both studies concluded that turbulence model has little effect on Cd due to the non-
turbulent nature of the flow upstream of the nonlinear weirs. Both studies also concluded that CFD 
modeling must be validated with empirical data or ideally a physical model of the proposed prototype.  
Approach and Application 
One arced labyrinth weir (α=16°, θ=30°) has been physically and numerically modeled. Initially the 
physical model was tested and then replicated numerically. This study presents the challenges and 
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errors inherent in physical and numerical modeling such as: crest elevation referencing, and numerical 
mesh convergence. Finally, the results between the physical and numerical model are presented.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
Physical Modeling 
Physical modeling of the α=16°, θ=30 arced labyrinth weir took place at the Utah Water Research 
Laboratory (UWRL) at Utah State University, Logan, UT. The weir was fabricated of 2.54-cm thick 
polyvinyl chloride sheeting (PVC). The weir was 20.5 cm tall (P=20.5 cm), 2.54 cm thick (tw=2.54 
cm), with a half-round crest shape; basic weir geometry is given in Fig. 1. The weir was tested in a 
reservoir/headbox (7.2 x 7.2 x 1.5 m deep) with flow converging from 180° to simulate reservoir 
approach flow conditions. The weir was installed, projecting into the reservoir on an acrylic 
platform/apron (2.8 x 1.2 m) 8.9 cm above the reservoir bed; the apron was level to within ±1.6 mm. 
Approach ramps sloped up from the reservoir floor at 0.073 m/m to the weir apron. The weir was 
installed and levelled using a survey level to within ± 0.794 mm (40 measurements taken). The 
average crest elevation was then referenced to a stilling well point gauge using the survey level.  
 
Fig. 1 – α=16°, θ=30 arced labyrinth weir (a) and profile view of labyrinth weir hydraulic parameters 
(b). 
  
(a)      (b)  
Flow was measured via calibrated electromagnetic meters installed in 15.2 cm (6 in.) and 50.8 cm 
(20 in.) diameter supply lines. Flow measurements were made under steady state conditions at 22 Hz 
and averaged over 5 min. Two 5 min averages were taken for each data point. Piezometric head (h) 
was measured using a precision point gauge (± 0.152 mm accuracy) placed in a stilling well; the 
stilling well was hydraulically connected to the reservoir through a piezometer tap located 4.9 m 
upstream from the downstream edge of the weir apron. Piezometric head measurements were also 
made twice at each datapoint, immediately after flow measurements were recorded. Approximately 
30 points were measured between HT/P=0.05 and 0.45. An acoustic dopple velocimeter was used to 
measure velocity head (V 2/2g) at the pressure tap at every 0.1 HT/P.  
Numerical Modeling 
The CFD program used solves the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations using a 
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finite-volume approximation, where the RANS equations are solved for each cell of the model 
domain. The RNG k-ε turbulence model was selected along with the split-Lagrangian volume of fluid 
(VOF) advection scheme to temporally and spatially track the free-surface (based on Crookston et al. 
2018 and Savage et al. 2016). The solver was also set to solve the full momentum and continuity 
equations.  
To model the arced labyrinth weir, three-dimensional drawings of the weir, apron, approach ramps, 
and reservoir were created that replicate the physical model setup. Prior to the simulation, the CFD 
solver uses a series of flat planes that intersect each grid cell to spatially render the solid. This 
algorithm is named the fractional area/volume obstacle representation (FAVOR); the FAVOR 
rendering of the geometry and initial fluid region are shown in Fig. 2. Due to the symmetry of the 
setup and observed flow conditions only half of the weir and headbox were modelled numerically 
(see Fig. 2).  
 
Fig. 2 – Numerical Model extents, FAVOR rendering, and boundary conditions. 
 
Two meshes were used to render the numerical domain; an upstream reservoir (coarser) mesh, and a 
nested, weir (finer) mesh. The reservoir mesh was held at a constant size (∆) of 27.4 mm. Three weir 
mesh sizes were tested with sizes: 13.7, 9.14, and 6.86 mm and normalized by the weir thickness as 
∆/ tw =0.54, 0.36, and 0.27, respectively. Due to the converging flow patterns, the upstream boundary 
conditions were set at a constant flowrate (Q) and a history probe was set at the location of the 
physical model’s piezometer to measure h. Symmetry, or free slip, boundaries were placed between 
the inter-block mesh boundaries and the lateral boundary that splits the weir in half. Outflow 
boundaries were placed at the free discharging boundary, and atmospheric pressure boundaries at the 
maximum elevation extents. All boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2 on their respective planes. 
Upon completion of the physical modeling, six datapoints were numerically modeled based on 
physical model discharges at HT/P = 0.3 and 0.4 using each weir mesh size. The numerical data were 
then compared to the physical using the dimensionless discharge coefficient (Cd) from the standard 
weir equation (Eq. (1)) where Q is discharge, Cd is the discharge coefficient, Lc is the weir centerline 
length, g is the gravitational constant, and HT is the total head relative to the weir crest. 
 
𝑄𝑄 = 2
3
𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐�2𝑔𝑔 𝐻𝐻𝑇𝑇32         (1) 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Hydraulic Performance 
In Eq. (1), HT is defined as the piezometric head, due to the negligible effect of velocity head in the 
reservoir setting. Although this model represents an extreme case where velocity could be a large 
contributor towards driving head, due to very shallow approach depths (approximately 1.5P), velocity 
head was found to only be 0.06 – 0.23% of the total head. This error translates to a 0.08 – 0.35% error 
in Cd when velocity head is ignored. In prototype applications, velocity head is likely unknown and 
also negligible due to unknown reservoir bathymetry and deep approach geometries.  Therefore, Cd 
has been determined to be a function of piezometric head, or HT = h.  
Cd represents a weir’s discharge efficiency per-unit-length and is shown in Fig. 3 in terms of HT/P 
for the α=16°, θ=30° arced labyrinth weir of this study and the α= 12° and 20°, θ=30° (Crookston 
2010 and Christensen 2012) weirs tested previously. In Fig. 3, it is noted that little efficiency is lost 
from decreasing α from 20° to 16°. However, at the same downstream cycle width (w’) opening. The 
α=16° has 20% more weir length, which linearly translates to ~20% more discharge capacity given 
the similar Cd behavior. This also demonstrates the non-linear relationship in discharge efficiency 
and α; further research is being done to determine the relationship between discharge efficiency and 
α  for 12° < α < 20°.  When using these results in design, designers may calculate a rating curve (HT 
vs. Q) by using Eq. 1 and the datasets in Fig. 3; interpolation between datasets may be used for other 
α. However, physical model verification is required for inclusion of site-specific influences not 
present in this study.  
 
Fig. 3 – Cd vs. HT/P for arced labyrinth weirs of α =12°, 16°, and 20° with θ =30°. 
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Sources of Error 
Crest reference elevation measurements can cause large errors in Cd estimates and rating curve 
development. The crest reference is significant, because each head measurement is referenced to it 
and, at low heads, a minor error can be a significant portion of the actual h. At the lowest head 
measured, HT/P=0.0556 or 11.39 mm, a 1 mm (0.488% of the weir height) error in crest reference 
elevation can cause an 8.78% error in h and 14.8% error in Cd. This relationship is shown in Fig. 4 
with the absolute and relative errors (ε) in Cd shown. It should be noted that individual errors in head 
measurements can cause similar error propagation at a single point, but the crest reference error 
affects every head measurement taken.  
  
Fig. 4 – Absolute and relative errors in Cd vs HT/P based on a ±1 mm error in the crest reference. 
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Based on the relationship shown, care must be taken to ensure accurate referencing of the crest 
elevation to the head measurement device. With the increased length of non-linear weirs, such as 
arced labyrinths, this poses a great challenge. As mentioned in the experimental setup, the weir for 
this study was leveled to within ± 0.794 mm; 40 points (8 per cycle) across the weir’s length were 
measured, any point that exceeded the bounds was re-levelled and measured. A survey level and rod, 
accurate to the ± 0.794 mm threshold was used. Therefore, the instrumentation was a limiting factor. 
Once the weir was level, an average of the 40 points was taken and used as the representative crest 
elevation and referenced to the point gauge in the stilling well using the same survey level and rod.  
This process was repeated several times until a repeatable crest reference value was obtained. With 
these precautions taken, data collectors can more confidently report head-discharge data to be used 
in engineering design with sound engineering judgement. 
Numerical Results 
In order to obtain a mesh independent solution, the CFD solver simulated flow over the weir at each 
of the three weir meshes (∆/tw =0.54, 0.36, 0.27) at both HT/P=0.3 and 0.4.The grid convergence 
index (GCI) was then calculated as per ASCE (2009). The GCI allows for self-validation of the model 
based on the desired solution (fi), the grid refinement ratio (r=∆2/∆1), the order of convergence (p) 
and an empirically based safety factor (Fs); typically, Fs=1.25 for three mesh studies. Using these 
parameters, the GCI is defined in Eq. (2): 
 
𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺 = 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 |(𝑓𝑓2 − 𝑓𝑓1) 𝑓𝑓1⁄ | (𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 − 1)⁄         (2) 
 
 
Where f2 denotes the coarser of the two meshes. For this study Cd was selected as f. The GCI for each 
mesh and both HT/P=0.3 and 0.4 is shown in Table 1. While the GCI does not guarantee solution 
accuracy, it does give a level of confidence that the solution is approaching grid independency and is 
within the asymptotic range of the actual solution. 
 
Table 1 – GCI calculations for HT/P=0.3 and 0.4. 
Fs=1.25, p=2 
  ∆/tw  r (∆2/∆1) Cd relative error (|f2-f1|/f1) GCI (%) 
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HT/P=0.3 0.54 – 0.763 – – 
0.36 1.50 0.711 0.0739 7.39% 
0.27 1.33 0.704 0.0103 1.66% 
HT/P=0.4 0.54 – 0.654 – – 
0.36 1.50 0.643 0.0173 1.73% 
0.27 1.33 0.644 0.0008 0.13% 
Upon completion of the physical and numerical modeling, the numerical model results were 
compared to a curve-fitted approximation of the physical model results (see Fig. 4) with generally 
good agreement. At the finest mesh, ∆/tw=0.27 the relative errors were 0.77 and 1.31% for HT/P=0.3 
and 0.4, respectively. These errors can be attributed to both numerical and physical modeling; 
however, the likely source for most errors can be attributed to the approximations/assumptions made 
in the CFD calculations of the fluid flow solver and weir geometry.  
The good behavior of the CFD model suggests that both physical and numerical models are accurately 
representing the hydraulic behavior of the arc labyrinth weir geometry tested, and that CFD could be 
a useful tool for predicting hydraulic performance for other geometric variations of arced labyrinth 
weirs. The use of CFD modeling is recommended when designing arc labyrinth weirs due to its ability 
to implement site-specific conditions and give a level of assurance when using and interpolating 
between the available empirical data.   
 
Fig. 4 – physical and numerical Cd (a) results and relative error (εCd) (b). 
(a)       (b) 
 
CONCLUSION 
Arced labyrinth weirs pose a good solution as an existing spillway retrofit. The decrease in α from 
20° to 16° causes little loss in discharge efficiency, but increases capacity, at the same w’, due to the 
increase in weir length. When modeling nonlinear weirs, the modeler must take extra precaution to 
level the weir and obtain a reliable crest reference otherwise significant errors can be present at all 
data points. CFD can be a useful to in predicting arced labyrinth weir discharge with errors < 2%. 
However, verification between empirical data or a physical model study, is recommended to ensure 
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that the CFD solution is converging towards the physical model. When modeling both physically and 
numerically, careful care in model construction and data collection must be taken in both models for 
good agreement to exist.  
SYMBOLS 
α sidewall angle    Cd  dimensionless discharge coefficient from Eq. 1 
∆ characteristic cell size   εCd CFD relative error in Cd 
f representative CFD solution  Fs factor of safety 
g gravitational constant   h piezometric head 
HT total head    Lc weir centerline length 
N cycle number    P weir height 
p CFD solver order of convergence Q discharge/flowrate 
r cell size ratio (∆2/∆1)   θ cycle arc angle 
tw weir sidewall thickness   V upstream velocity at pressure tap 
w’ cycle opening width 
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Abstract: Wave energy converters (WEC) are hydraulic structures that are used to harvest energy 
from oceans. This research explores a new concept of a WEC termed a Submerged Oscillating Water 
Column (SOWC). Numerical simulations using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code 
Flow-3D and physical model tests were carried out at Idaho State University to assess the validity 
and efficiency of the proposed device. The SOWC device consists of two submerged chambers that 
are connected to allow airflow between the two as waves pass; ideally spaced at half a wavelength. 
The results of the CFD modeling for seventeen different geometries with linear waves were 
investigated. The model was validated with experimental tests in a flume and the efficiency of the 
device calculated. The influence of four parameters: water depth, wave height, period and the size of 
SOWC were investigated. The numerical CFD modeling indicates the ratio of water elevation 
movement inside the chambers can be up to 80% of wave height. The numerical and physical models 
indicate that the concept of the SOWC works.  
Keywords: Submerged oscillating water column(SOWC), wave tank, wave energy 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Due to potential shortages of fossil energy, many countries are interested in using renewable 
energy. Suitable renewable energy alternatives are required to maintain and even improve our 
standard of living.  As more than 40% of the US population lives within 50 miles of a coastline, 
wave energy has the potential to provide a local renewable natural resource to a large share of the US 
population.  There exists a significant amount of energy within waves that can be extracted 
(Jacobson et al. 2011).  
Typical ocean waves are generated by wind interacting with the ocean surface.  These wind-
blown waves can travel large distances over deeper parts of oceans without a significant loss of 
energy. However, wave velocities slow down in nearshore regions due to bed friction and bottom 
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slope. This causes the wavelength to decrease and the height to increase that leads to breaking waves 
at certain locations when the ratio of wave height to wavelength is 1 to 7  (Cruz 2007).  The total 
wave energy resource along the outer continental shelf estimated by EPRI is 2,640 TWh/yr 
(Washington, 2019). Considering that 1 TWh/yr can supply the power for approximately 93,850 U.S. 
homes annually (Jacobson et al. 2011), there is a significant potential for wave energy. Different 
Wave Energy Converters (WEC) have been invented to capture ocean wave energy in the last 
century.  These devices are categorized by the installation location as shoreline, nearshore and 
offshore or the Power Take-Off (PTO) system.  Also, most devices can be characterized as 
belonging to one of six types: Attenuator; Point Absorber; Oscillating Wave Surge Converter 
(OWSC); Oscillating Water Column (OWC); Overtopping Device and Submerged Pressure 
Differential (Figure 1). Alamian et al. 2014 outlines attenuators such as the Pelamis and the 
Anaconda. Point Absorbers are single floats on the surface absorbing energy from all directions 
generating 250 kW to 1MW.  These include Columbia Power(CPT) (Rhinefrank et al. 2010; Brekken 
2010), OPT- PB 500 (Dufera 2016), Finavera (Callaway 2007), Seabased/ Uppsala Univ., 
Archimedes Wave Swing, SeaRev (Ruellan et al. 2010) and Wavebob (Weber et al. 2009). OWSCs 
extract energy through an oscillating arm and OWCs are partially submerged devices that are open to 
the sea below the water surface and with a column of air that raises and lowers with the waves such 
as Wavegen and Oceanlinx with 500kw and 1.5 MW generated power respectively (Drew et al. 
2009).  Submerged pressure differential devices are typically located nearshore and attached to the 
seabed. The motion of the waves causes the sea level above the device to increase and decrease 
which leads to a pressure differential in the device. Archimedes Wave Swing is an example of this 
device (Valério et al. 2007). The proposed device has the benefit of minimizing the environmental 
and aesthetical impacts, ability to weather severe weather events. Also, it can develop a low cost, 
high-performance solution. 
Figure 1: wave energy devices; left to right: Attenuator, point absorber, OWSC, OWC, Overtopping 
(Wave, 2019) 
 
CONCEPTUAL SOWC 
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This study explores a novel submerged oscillating water column (SOWC), that combines the 
existing technology of point absorbers, and oscillating columns.  The proposed SOWC is constructed 
by inverting a pipe, capping one end and embedding a float/buoy inside the cylinders connected in 
series as shown in Figure 2.  The vertical pipe is attached to the seafloor and an air pocket is 
maintained at the top of the pipe creating an air/water surface for a float.  This structure by itself 
would be useless.  However, by linking the air reservoirs of multiple SOWCs, it allows a constant 
pressure to be maintained between the SOWCs.  The pressure within the SOWC is similar to the 
wave surface with a constant pressure. 
As waves move across the ocean surface, peaks and troughs create oscillating hydrostatic 
pressure differentials on the ocean floor.  By placing SOWCs one-half of a wavelength apart, one 
SOWC experiences an increase in pressure, while the other SOWC sees a decrease in pressure. 
Connecting the air reservoir between the two SOWCs allows the air to move between the devices, 
with the increased pressure raising the water surface inside one column while the decreasing pressure 
lowers the water surface in the other column.  As noted previously, a float inside the SOWC will use 
the principle of buoyancy to drive a shaft connected to a pump, converting wave energy to 
mechanical energy.  Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and a small-scale physical model in a 
one-foot flume were used for proof of concept. For the numerical model, a solid model was 
constructed using CAD and exported to a commercially available CFD code, Flow-3D®.   
 
Figure 2.  Linked Submerged Oscillating Water Column Concept 
 
NUMERICAL MODELING 
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The numerical method in this study was based on solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes (RANS) equations with a finite-volume method. CFD can solve and analyze fluid flow 
problems based on the Navier-Stokes equations. Continuity and momentum, equations (1) and (2), 
respectively, govern the motion of the fluid.   
( ) ( ) ( ) 0x y zuA vA wAx y z
∂ ∂ ∂
+ + =
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(1) 
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j j i i
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The variables u, v and w are velocities in the x, y, and z directions; VF is the fluid volume 
fraction in each cell and can be empty, full, or partially filled with fluid that gives the value of zero, 
one or between zero and one. Ax, Ay, and Az shows the fraction of open level in x, y, and z 
directions; ρ is the density; P’ is the pressure, and gi is the gravitational force. The variable fi 
represents the Reynolds stresses (Savage and Johnson, 2001).  Turbulence was modeled using the 
Renormalized Group (RNG) Theory. Since a volume of air is contained in the top region of the 
SOWSs, the air was modeled as a void region using an adiabatic bubble with an assigned void 
pressure rather than model it as a second fluid.  In essence, Flow-3D treats the airflow as a confined 
adiabatic bubble. The bubble model evaluates the void region pressure based on the volume by using 
the isentropic model of expansion/compression in which PV γ  is constant. 
The grid domain consisted of three linked and one embedded mesh blocks (Figure 3) with 
over 487,500 total cells. The motion of the floating buoys was modeled as a moving solid. The 
geometry was constructed from baffles and solids. The total flow domain was greater than four times 
the wavelength (4λ). Boundary conditions included sidewalls (y-direction) with symmetry 
boundaries; top boundary (z-max) as a pressure boundary with atmospheric pressure equal to 2116 
lbf/ft2; bottom boundary as a wall; left upstream inlet side (x-min) as a wave boundary; and the 
downstream (x-max) as an outflow with a non-moving wave absorbing layer (sponge layer) to 
prevent wave reflections back into the model.  Figure 3 shows the solid model imported into the 
constructed numerical grid.  The pipe between the two SOWC cylinders allows air motion as waves 
pass. The ideal distance between chambers is considered a half of a wavelength, placing the peak of 
one wave above one cylinder while the trough is simultaneously over the second cylinder. Seventeen 
different numerical simulations were completed by varying the cylinder height, h (two and three 
feet); water depth, d (four- eight ft); cylinder diameter, D (constant at 1 foot); wave period, T (1.75 s-
3.0 s).; and wavelength, L. Configurations are shown in Table 1 with the results.    
 
Figure 3: SOWC meshing 
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 
In order to verify the numerical data, a simple physical model was also constructed. The 
experiments were completed in a one ft wide x 16ft long flume with a maximum depth of one foot.  
A sinusoidal wave generator is capable of making regular waves with different lengths and heights. 
To measure the oscillating water surface inside the chambers, a long thin rod was placed in a hole 
drill in the top of a closed three-inch diameter transparent pipe.  A wood buoy was placed inside the 
cylinder to track the water motion inside as shown (Figure 4a). Two of the cylinders were placed 
approximately a half of the average wavelength apart and connected by a flexible three-eighth inch 
hose. The initial air pocket was placed in the SOWC using the flexible hose. The hose allowed air to 
travel between the SOWCs as the waves moved over the cylinders.  Unfortunately, instrumentation 
for the flume/waves was limited and the results from this study were more qualitative than 
quantitative.  Figure 4b shows one SOWC with the changing water surfaces.  
 
 
Figure 4: (a) Single SOWC model; (b) water level inside the SOWC columns with waves. 
dp 
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METHOD AND MATERIAL 
In this study, Flow-3D was used for the numerical modeling.  The dual 3.4 GHz quad-core 
computer had 64 GB RAM and took 6 to 24 hrs to complete 30s of simulated flow time. Floating 
buoys were placed inside and directly above each SOWC to track the water surface movement 
(Figure 5). The buoys were constrained to only move in the z-direction. After reaching quasi-steady 
state, the buoys’ motion over time was exported and plotted (Figure 6). The difference between 
adjacent peaks and troughs were calculated and averaged and the efficiency is measured by dividing 
the relative movement of subsea buoys to floated buoys and defined as:  
c
i
a
a
ε =  
where ac is the amplitude of water surface inside the cylinders and ai is the amplitude of incident 
waves. The dimensionless relative depth parameter 𝑑𝑑
𝑔𝑔𝑇𝑇2
 was calculated to find the relation with 
efficiency. 
 
 
Figure 5: Simulated SOWC device 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The CFD modeling provided realistic results for the SOWC simulations. By increasing the 
relative movement of the water surface inside the cylinders to wave height, the efficiency of the 
device increases. Table 1 indicates generated wave parameters, dimensionless relative depth, and 
average efficiency of left and right subsea buoys and total average. The diameter of the cylinders 
was 1 ft and the height was 2 or 3 ft; mentioned in the table 1. Test No#6 in Table 1 has the 
highest efficiency of 82% and test no#11 has the lowest of 30%. The reason is the relative depth; 
by increasing the depth the efficiency would decrease which is observable in Figure 7. The graph 
in Figure 7 indicates the relative depth and total average efficiency of the buoys. It shows a  
correlation of R2=0.96 between relative depth and efficiency in the intermediate water depth. 
According to the definition, 0.05<d/L<0.5 is a intermediate water depth (Sorensen, 2005). The 
results of Table 1 indicate that the SOWC device is in an intermediate water depth.  
 
Figure 6: Analysis of buoy motion to water surface motion  
Buoys 
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Table 1: Numerical result analysis of the tests 
Test 
No h d T L (ft) d/L d/gT
2 Left Buoy 
Right 
Buoy ave 
1 2 4 1.75 14.69 0.272 0.041 55.3% 58.6% 57.0% 
2 2 4 2.00 18.09 0.221 0.031 61.4% 65.2% 63.3% 
3 2 4 2.25 21.41 0.187 0.025 65.9% 70.7% 68.3% 
4 2 4 2.50 24.64 0.162 0.020 74.6% 75.5% 75.0% 
5 2 4 2.75 27.81 0.144 0.016 80.0% 75.6% 77.8% 
6 2 4 3.00 30.93 0.129 0.014 85.1% 79.0% 82.1% 
7 2 5 2.00 19.03 0.263 0.039 47.6% 51.0% 49.3% 
8 2 6 2.00 19.63 0.306 0.047 42.6% 42.5% 42.5% 
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9 2 7 2.00 19.99 0.350 0.054 39.6% 40.2% 39.9% 
10 2 8 2.00 20.21 0.396 0.062 32.8% 31.1% 32.0% 
11 3 6 1.75 15.45 0.388 0.061 29.8%  30.2%  30.0% 
12 3 6 2.00 19.63 0.306 0.047 41.0% 46.0% 43.5% 
13 3 6 2.25 23.83 0.252 0.037 50.6% 53.4% 52.0% 
14 3 6 2.50 27.96 0.215 0.030 63.0% 61.0% 62.0% 
15 3 6 2.75 32.02 0.187 0.025 70.0% 74.0% 72.0% 
16 3 6 3.00 35.99 0.167 0.021 78.0%  82%  80.0% 
17 3 8 2.50 29.87 0.268 0.040 52.0% 48.0% 50.0% 
 
Figure 7: Relative depth to efficiency graph 
 
CONCLUSION 
In this research, a new conceptual submerged device for capturing the ocean wave energy is 
proposed. The device consists of two cylinders placed half a wavelength apart to be more efficient. 
Numerical and experimental results indicated the validity of surface waves generating oscillating 
motion in SOWCs. Analyzing the numerical results showed that the interior motion can reach up to 
80% of the surface motion. Also, the difference of efficiency in this submerged SOWC, is 
compensable by syncing several SOWC devices and connecting them together. The results show the 
efficiency in intermediate water depth has a good agreement with relative depth. By increasing the 
relative depth the efficiency decrease. Based on the analysis, the most efficient location for the 
device to have higher efficiency is when the relative depth is low and waves height are big, which 
means the location before waves break (H/L≥1/7). 
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Suggested future research would be the experimental tests of more than two SOWCs syncing 
together and compare the experimental and numerical results. With more than two SOWCs 
connected, the overall system efficiency, including pumps should be studied. 
 
 
NOTATION 
Ax fraction of open level in x directions 
Ay fraction of open level in y directions 
Az fraction of open level in z directions 
ac  amplitude of water surface inside the cylinders 
ai  amplitude of incident waves 
d Water depth 
fi Reynolds stresses 
g gravity 
h Height of the cylinder 
L Wave length 
P’  pressure 
T Wave period 
VF   fluid volume fraction 
u  velocities in x direction 
v   velocities in y direction 
w velocities in Z direction 
ρ  density  
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Abstract: HEC-RAS 5.0 (2D) has been increasingly used by the dam safety community for 
performing dam breach and other hydraulic analyses since its debut in 2015. While this two-
dimensional hydraulic modeling software has wide applications in dam breach analysis and urban 
flood simulation, its ability to analyze complex multidirectional flow problems can also be used as a 
design tool for spillways, overtopping protection, and other hydraulic structures. In this manuscript, 
the authors discussed their experience using HEC-RAS and other two-dimensional hydraulic 
models to design and assess various hydraulic structures.  This includes: 1) sizing spillway outlet 
channels and assessing the hydraulic adequacy of training dikes, especially where non-linear or 
super-elevated flow conditions are anticipated; 2) using depth, velocity, and shear stress outputs to 
design erosion/overtopping protection for vegetated spillways, lined channels, and earthen 
embankments; 3) designing temporary diversions to facilitate construction within rivers, reservoirs, 
or other waterways; and 4) identifying and assessing potential failure modes (e.g. erosion and 
headcutting of vegetated spillways). Insights are shared to help the audience understand when a two-
dimensional modeling approach is effective and appropriate.   
 
Keywords: HEC-RAS, Two-dimensional, Hydraulic Models, Hydraulic Structures. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Dam breach and flood inundation analyses have traditionally been performed using one-dimensional 
(1D) hydraulic models. When developing 1D models, modelers are required to identify the center 
line of the studied streams/flow area, and to create cross-sections that represent the bathymetry of 
the streams. One-dimensional models usually require minimal run-time and perform well in 
situations where the stream is well defined and the flow is mostly one dimensional. However, 
researchers are aware of 1D models’ limitations in simulating flood events where complex terrain, 
un-defined flow paths, complex ineffective areas, and sharp turns are involved (NORDLÖF 2017, 
HORRITT and BATES 2002, TAYEFI et al. 2007, ANDERSSON and BATES 1993, TAYE et al. 
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2007, COOK and MERWADE 2009, VOJINOVIC and TUTULIC 2008). Application of a 1D 
model in these situations may result in under-estimation of friction losses, inundation extents, and 
may lead to inaccurate flood dynamics (TAYEFI et al. 2007). Another issue for 1D models is that 
the simplified kinematic wave method employed by 1D models is unable to account for the 
downstream backwater effect, especially at river confluences with mild stream slopes (HE at al. 
2006, 2008, 2015). Two-dimensional (2D) hydraulic models are considered more suitable for these 
hydraulic situations.  
The main drawbacks of 2D models are long simulation time and high input intensity. Thanks to 
rapid development of super computers and techniques such as Geographical Information System 
(GIS) and Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR), 2D hydraulic models have become more popular.  
HEC-RAS (Hydraulic Engineering Center River Analysis System) is a hydraulic modeling tool 
developed by the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The software has been used as the 
industry-standard in the United States for 1D river systems modeling, flood plain/floodway 
analyses, dam breach analyses, bridge and culvert analyses, and sediment transport modeling 
(BRUNNER, 2016). The capability of modeling 2D flow conditions has been incorporated into the 
HEC-RAS model since Version 5.0. Unlike other readily available 2D hydraulic modeling 
programs, HEC-RAS 5.0 employed a method that represents the topographical data on a sub-grid 
level, capturing important terrain features while keeping the computational grid large and 
computation time short (USACE 2015, CASULLI 2008). The sub-grid information was introduced 
into the model by developing a stage-volume relationship within each calculation cell and a stage-
discharge relationship on each face of the calculation cell. Multiple research has concluded that the 
sub-grid representation can produce a better flood inundation extent than could be attained by using 
a non-sub-grid approach and calibrating using the roughness parameter (YU and LANE 2006, YU 
and LANE 2011, MCMILLAN and BRASINGTON 2007, and CASULLI 2008).  
Since the debut of HEC-RAS 5.0, 2D hydraulic models have been widely applied to river system 
analyses for flood extents determination in various flood plain configurations under various flow 
conditions. The applications (NEAL et al. 2012, NORDLÖF 2017) mainly focus on dam breach 
analyses, urban flooding analyses, levee breach analyses, and other flood related topics. Application 
of HEC-RAS 2D in other fields is rare. HEC-RAS is able to analyze complex multidirectional flow 
problems and provide geo-spatial information on hydraulic parameters including depth, velocity, 
and shear stress everywhere within the inundation areas. It can also be used as a design tool for 
spillways and other hydraulic structures, as well as assisting in erosion control and overtopping 
protection. In this manuscript, applications of HEC-RAS for design and assessment of various 
hydraulic structures is discussed. Insights are shared for effective and appropriate application of 2D 
modeling in hydraulic structure design and assessment.   
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METHODOLOGY 
Model Inputs  
The input data required for running a 2D hydraulic model using HEC-RAS includes a terrain grid 
encapsulating the entire study area, Manning’s surface roughness coefficients, boundary conditions, 
and hydrologic loading conditions such as precipitation/inflow hydrographs/stage hydrographs.  
HEC-RAS uses terrain data in the form of a Geo-Tiff or a Grid raster file. Terrain data with various 
resolutions can be obtained from the USGS National Map Viewer. High resolution LiDAR data are 
not available in many areas but can be obtained from different State Agencies. High resolution 
terrain data can also be obtained from survey data. Since HEC-RAS applies the sub-grid terrain 
method, using high resolution terrain data does not compromise the simulation run time. It is 
recommended that terrain data with the highest resolution be used in a 2D HEC-RAS model.  
Manning’s roughness coefficients are assigned based on land cover data. Large scale land cover 
information can be obtained from the National Land Cover Database (NLCD). State/local 
government may have land cover data with higher resolutions. User-defined land cover divisions are 
allowed if more accurate data is available. HEC-RAS uses land cover data in the form of a Geo-Tiff 
or a Shape file. Manning’s roughness coefficients are advised to be assigned according to CHOW’s 
Open Channel (CHOW, 1987).   
External boundary conditions applied in 2D HEC-RAS can be set as flow hydrograph, stage 
hydrograph, rating curve, and normal depth among others.  Internal boundary condition lines can 
also be applied within the 2D calculation mesh and can be connected to one or more cells through 
the cell face points. Precipitation in the form of direct runoff can also be applied as a boundary 
condition in 2D HEC-RAS (USACE 2015).  
 
Model Setup  
Setting up a 2D HEC-RAS model requires a geometry file, an unsteady flow file, and a plan file. 
The geometry file needs to be associated with the terrain data and the Manning’s Roughness layer. 
One or multiple 2D calculation areas can be defined in the geometry file as long as the 2D areas are 
entirely within the extents of the terrain data. Calculation cell sizes need to be defined for each of 
the defined 2D areas. Selection of cell size affects the accuracy of model results and the model run 
time. Smaller cell size can be defined within any 2D area where refined results are desired. Break 
lines can be created within the 2D areas. Calculation cells near the break lines can be enforced so 
that the cells are aligned with the break lines. Different calculation cell sizes along cells enforced 
near the break lines can be defined in order to provide a more refined analysis for the area. 
Boundary conditions are introduced into the model as unsteady flow data. A plan file is a master 
control file telling the program which geometry file and plan file to use. In a plan file, important 2D 
parameters include calculation interval, 2D modeling methods, and output controls (USACE 2015).  
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Model Outputs and Analysis 
HEC-RAS provides multiple types of results which can be used in the design and assessment of 
hydraulic structures. Depth, velocity, shear stress, stream power, depth-velocity product, and other 
information for the entire flood inundation area can be obtained at their maximum values or at a 
specific time step. Time series data for depth and velocity at any point within the inundation area 
can be retrieved. Profile lines can be created within the 2D areas. Depth, water surface elevation, 
and velocity along the profile lines at any specific time step can be obtained. Flow hydrograph 
across the profile lines can also be obtained from the model output.  
 
CASE STUDIES 
Case 1 
Dam A, located in Pennsylvania, USA, is currently classified as a high hazard structure and the 
Spillway Design Flood (SDF) is established as the 1/2 Probable Maximum Flood (PMF).  The dam 
owner would like to reduce the hazard classification of Dam A by reducing the height of the 
structure and the storage volume retained by the structure by partially breaching the top of dam to 
the current sediment pool level. Aerial imagery of the existing dam is presented in Fig. 1. A two-
dimensional HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the proposed dam was developed to evaluate 
embankment protection design. The simulated velocity field at the downstream face of the proposed 
dam embankment was used for riprap sizing.  
Fig. 1 – Aerial Imagery of the Existing Dam A 
 
The proposed dam embankment was drafted in AutoCAD and brought in HEC-RAS as the proposed 
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2D surface. The roughness coefficients are defined as 0.03 for stream bed, 0.013 for the spillway, 
0.06 for downstream slope of the dam embankment, and 0.045 for other parts of the 2D area. Other 
information regarding model setup is listed in Table 1. 
The model results show that for the design flood, the velocity ranges from 4.0 feet per second (fps) 
to 11.7 fps at the downstream slope of the dam embankment. The natural high ground and the 
geometry of the reservoir result in a non-uniform velocity distribution along the length of the 
embankment. The velocity field of the entire two-dimensional hydraulic model is presented in Fig. 
2. The simulated velocity field on the downstream slope of the embankment allowed a detailed 
analysis of the distribution and the percentage of area within each velocity range. A cost-effective 
design for riprap selection and layout was selected based on the 2D results.  
 
Fig. 2 – Velocity Field of Embankment Downstream Slope 
  
Case 2 
Dam B is an earthen embankment dam with one riser structure and an auxiliary spillway located in 
Pennsylvania, USA. The auxiliary spillway consists of a horseshoe-shaped embankment/weir at the 
left dam abutment. The spillway channel has encountered significant erosion during large spillway 
flow events in 1975 and in 2011. Aerial imagery of the spillway exit channel is presented in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3 – Aerial Imagery of the Existing Dam B 
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A 2D hydraulic model was developed to analyze the existing spillway and the exit channel and to 
assist in repair alternative selection. The model evaluated the velocity patterns in the spillway for a 
range of discharges up to the approximate spillway capacity discharge of 25,000 cfs.  Detailed 
survey data was used to represent the 2D surface. The roughness coefficients are defined as 0.045 
for the vegetated portion of the spillway exit channel, 0.055 for the rock-lined portion, 0.015 for 
paved areas, and 0.12 for forested areas. Break lines were added into the 2D extents to allow more 
refined cell sizes in desired areas. Other information regarding model setup is included in Table 1.  
The model results indicate that the highest velocity was observed on the right edge of the spillway 
exit channel. The modeling results agree with the field observation of severe erosion near the same 
location after a large storm event. The simulated flow velocities within a large portion of the 
spillway exit channel exceed 17 fps, which indicates that the existing spillway channel is susceptible 
to severe erosion and that spillway improvement is needed to reduce/stop erosion. The velocity field 
of the entire 2D hydraulic model is presented in Fig. 4. The 2D modeling results show that 
significant velocity increases were caused by a flow contraction approximately 400 feet downstream 
of the spillway crest and an abrupt increase in channel slope approximately 2,000 feet downstream 
of the spillway crest. Due to steep channel slope, velocity within the exit channel is not likely to be 
affected by downstream backwater. The profile of the exit channel center line is also presented in 
Fig. 4. These findings suggest possibly moving the existing spillway to the flow contraction section 
and re-sloping the exit channel. Several spillway improvement alternatives were designed based on 
the results from the 2D analysis. Other factors such as cost were included in the final selection of 
repair design.  
Fig. 4 – Velocity Field of Spillway Exit Channel 
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Case 3 
A water company was planning to build a new water intake facility including intake, outfall, 
transition chamber, raw water and finished water pipeline, and other supporting facilities. In order to 
construct the facility, a cofferdam and a full-width causeway were proposed. The construction 
schedule indicated that the cofferdam would be used in phase 1 (summer), both the cofferdam and 
the causeway would be used in phase 2 (fall), and the cofferdam would be removed while the 
causeway remained in phase 3 (winter). Aerial imagery of the proposed project site is presented in 
Fig. 5. In order to determine erosion protection measures, a 2D hydraulic model of the project site 
was created to analyze the reasonably anticipated impact of the temporary causeway and cofferdam 
on river flow conditions.   
Fig. 5 – Aerial Imagery of Project Site for Case 3 
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Both the cofferdam and the causeway were modeled as internal connections. Four different 
scenarios were analyzed: existing condition, coffer dam only, causeway only, and cofferdam and 
causeway. Average seasonal flow conditions were estimated and were applied to different scenarios 
according to the construction timeline. The roughness coefficients are defined as 0.03 for stream 
bed and 0.1 for forested areas. Other information regarding model setup is listed in Table 1. 
Simulation results indicated that the most severe riverbed and bank scour potential was observed 
when both the causeway and cofferdam are installed in the river. The highest water surface 
velocities within the main river channel, adjacent to the cofferdam structure, are approximately 13 
fps.  The velocity fields simulated under the four scenarios are presented in Fig. 6.  Scour protection 
was selected based on the highest modeled velocity and was installed in the form of cable concrete 
mats over the high flow velocity areas identified in the model.   
 
 
Fig. 6 – Velocity Field of River Diversion Flows 
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Table 1 – Two-Dimensional Hydraulic Model Setup 
 
Case Terrain 
Resolution (feet) 
2D Grid 
Resolution (feet) 
Computation 
Interval (s) 
Hydrologic 
Loading 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Case 1 1.5 1.5 0.1 100-year 
Case 2 1.0 2.0 & 4.0 0.5-varied A range of flows 
Case 3 6.0 3.0 0.2 A range of flows 
 
DISCUSSION 
As described in this manuscript, the authors used 2D hydraulic models to evaluate various hydraulic 
structures. With the help of the simulated velocity and depth grids from a 2D model: 1) slope 
protection measures were determined; 2) existing spillway deficiencies in terms of capacity and 
erodibility were identified; and 3) hydraulic performance, overtopping flood event, and erosion 
control measures of temporary in-stream structures were evaluated and analyzed.  
Most of these analyses can be done using a 1D model. However, there are several advantages of 
using a 2D model in these applications.  
• 2D models use a digital terrain model that captures all available details in ground elevation. 
1D models use cross-sections to represent the channel geometry. The longer the distance 
between two cross-sections, the more terrain information loss is expected. In cases where the 
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spillway channel surface is not uniform and smooth, losing terrain details may significantly 
affect model results.  
• 2D models can more accurately simulate eddies, vortices, super elevation, and other 
complex flow conditions. It is known that 1D models are not good at simulating channels 
with bends and sudden changes in cross-section geometries. Using a 2D model can provide 
more accurate results in channels with irregular shapes.  
• 2D models are more efficient in simulating in-stream structures that have irregular shape and 
orientation. With care, in-stream structures can be simulated as in-line structures in 1D 
models, but with 2D models, in-stream structures can be included within the 2D calculation 
area regardless of the shape and orientation.  
• 2D models generate result fields, meaning the results are available at every cell within the 
flooded area. With output presented in such detail, it is easier to identify possible hotspots in 
small local areas and ensure that the design meets the requirement of the worst-case 
scenario.  
Ideally, flow over a structure with a three-dimensional (3D) configuration is best simulated using a 
3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model. However, CFD models are usually more expensive 
and the model run time is significant compared to 2D models. CFD is definitely needed for 
analyzing flow conditions where vertical movement of water is severe, such as flow over a labyrinth 
weir or a stepped spillway. However, in cases where the vertical movement of water flow is 
significantly less prominent than the horizontal movement, a 2D model can be used as an 
alternative. A comparison of flow simulation was not performed between a 2D and 3D model in this 
study. More analyses and comparison with physical models are needed to quantify performances of 
a 2D model in simulating flow conditions for 3D hydraulic structures.  
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DISCHARGE RATING CURVES FOR SPILLWAY/BRIDGE 
COMBINATIONS 
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ABSTRACT 
When estimating spillway discharge rating curves, engineers can use a variety of methods such as 
empirical equations, one- (1D) or two-dimensional (2D) hydraulic computer models, or a 
combination thereof; however, conservative assumptions are often applied to such methods. The use 
of three-dimensional (3D) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models is an alternative modelling 
approach that can often better estimate spillway discharge rating curves, especially for complex flow 
situations. In this study, the results of 3D CFD models are compared to estimates of spillway 
discharge rating curves developed with a combination of empirical equations and other hydraulic 
computer models for spillway/bridge combinations. It is shown that results typically agree for lower 
order methods that share approximations whereas higher order models can produce significantly 
different results. It is recommended that careful consideration be given to governing equations and 
effectiveness of representing site geometries when selecting which method(s) to use to develop a 
discharge rating curve, especially when complex site conditions may be better captured with a higher 
order model. 
Keywords: Spillway, modelling, rating curve, CFD 
INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge of a dam’s spillway capacity – the maximum discharge a spillway can pass with the 
reservoir at its maximum level – is of great importance to the practicing hydraulic engineer. The 
associated stage and discharge relationship leading to the spillway capacity and beyond comprises 
the spillway discharge rating curve and is necessary when estimating reservoir levels for various 
hydrologic events. A variety of methods are available to develop a discharge rating curve such as 
empirical equations (e.g., unsubmerged/submerged weir equation), one- (1D) or two-dimensional 
(2D) hydraulic computer models based on conservation of energy and momentum equations (e.g., 
Federal Highway Administration’s HY-8 Culvert Analysis Program, United States Army Corps of 
Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center River Analysis System [HEC-RAS]), or a combination 
thereof. These methods may not always accurately reflect site-specific geometry or complex 
hydraulic conditions, such as a spillway in close proximity to a bridge with confining openings. To 
account for uncertainty with these methods, conservative assumptions are often applied such as 
selecting a reduced discharge coefficient or an increased tailwater elevation. The use of detailed, 
three-dimensional (3D) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models (e.g., Flow 3D) is becoming 
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more common and can provide an alternate approach to better estimate discharge rating curves for 
spillways while reducing uncertainty for complex situations, such as converging channels, spillways 
combined with bridges or culverts, or submergence. 
 
While much research has been conducted on comparing various modelling techniques, little 
information was found regarding modelling of the type of spillways common in Delaware that are 
often subject to tailwater submergence and are in close proximity to bridges. Therefore, several 
modelling techniques, including empirical equations and hydraulic computer models, were used to 
develop and compare spillway discharge rating curves for multiple spillways in Delaware. Based on 
these comparisons, recommendations are made as to when it may be appropriate to employ a more 
complex modelling approach. 
BACKGROUND 
The COLORADO WATER CONSERVATION BOARD (2006) (CWCB) provided an overview of 
2D hydraulic computer modelling in which it stated that the defining assumption for 1D models – 
that only streamwise forces, velocities, and variations are significant while those in the transverse 
direction are negligible – does not apply to 2D models. Rather, 2D modelling includes computation 
of transverse components, therefore providing advantages compared to 1D models. The CWCB 
tabulated differences between the two modelling approaches, which are shown here as Table 1. 
Furthermore, the CWCB listed factors to consider when selecting a 1D or 2D hydraulic computer 
model including the nature of the watercourse, required accuracy, experience of the modeller with 
the technique, and availability of site specific or physical hydraulic model data. 
 
Table 1 – Differences between One-Dimensional and Two-Dimensional Modelling (COLORADO 
WATER CONSERVATION BOARD 2006) 
 
Property or Factor One-Dimensional Modelling Two-Dimensional Modelling 
Flow direction Prescribed (streamwise) Computed 
Transverse velocity and momentum Neglected Computed 
Vertical velocity and momentum Neglected Neglected 
Velocity averaged over Cross sectional area Depth at a point 
Transverse velocity distribution Assumed proportional to conveyance Computed 
Transverse variations in water surface Neglected Computed 
Vertical variance Neglected Neglected 
Unsteady flow routing Can be included Can be included 
 
TOOMBES and CHANSON (2011) discussed limitations of hydraulic computer models, specifically 
how conservation of momentum and energy are approximated in several software packages. Common 
numerical approximations in 1D models that the authors discussed were: assumed small channel 
grades, use of empirical methods to estimate friction losses (e.g., Manning’s coefficient), assumed 
gradually varied flow (steady state), and inability to accommodate two boundary conditions at the 
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same boundary (unsteady) (e.g., supercritical flow). For 2D models, numerical approximations 
included: horizontal length scale assumed to be significantly greater than the vertical scale (vertical 
velocities are negligible) and estimations of forces acting on each fluid component (e.g., shear stress, 
bed friction). 3D models were stated to remove many limitations related to 1D and 2D models at the 
expense of increasing complexity and required computations; however, 3D models allow 
compressible fluids, multi-phase flow, and other effects to be investigated. 
 
TOOMBES and CHANSON (2011) continued their study by verifying software output with two 
physical hydraulic models: a weir experiment and an open channel flow (hydraulic jump) experiment. 
For the weir experiment, it was shown that steady HEC-RAS (1D) achieved a good match to the 
physical hydraulic model data for a low-flow scenario but differed significantly for a high-flow 
scenario. Flow 3D achieved an excellent match to the physical hydraulic model data for both scenarios 
of the weir experiment. For the open channel flow experiment, steady HEC-RAS (1D) achieved good 
agreement with the measured jump location but showed the jump as an instantaneous transition 
between cross sections, that is the development length was not determined. Similar to the weir 
experiment, Flow 3D achieved excellent agreement with the physical hydraulic model data of the 
open channel flow experiment. The authors advised that modellers should study the software 
documentation to understand its limitations and required approximations, and perform a “reality 
check” to verify that hydraulic computer model results are reasonable. 
 
RAO et al. (2017) paralleled the work of TOOMBES and CHANSON (2011) by testing several 
computer programs – including HY-8, HEC-RAS 1D (steady and unsteady), and Flow 3D – to predict 
the magnitude and location of the hydraulic jump for a similar geometry and flow condition. 
Differences between the experiments of RAO et al. and TOOMBES and CHANSON were the channel 
length (15.24 m instead of 12 m), upstream depth (0.04 m instead of 0.062 m), and channel slope 
(0.012 instead of 0.028). Comparisons of software output with experimental data were as follows: 
 
• HY-8 predicted greater headwater and a more upstream jump location 
• Steady and unsteady HEC-RAS predicted a water surface that compared well to the physical 
hydraulic model data, but the jump occurred more upstream 
• Flow 3D also predicted a water surface that compared well, but the jump occurred more 
downstream and varied per time step 
 
The authors cautioned that while some computer models produce convincing animations and color 
gradients in great detail, they should be chosen with care and results should be critically interpreted. 
 
SCHNABEL (2015) assessed several alternative modelling approaches for a spillway in Delaware 
that was subject to tailwater submergence and in close proximity to downstream bridges. Among the 
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alternative modelling approaches studied, a 3D CFD model was developed to compare the estimated 
spillway discharge rating curve to the results of an unsteady HEC-RAS 1D model. Results indicated 
that the discharge rating curve developed with HEC-RAS was acceptable but more conservative 
(lower capacity) than the 3D CFD model. Possible contributing factors were identified as selection 
of model elements to represent the spillway and adjacent areas in HEC-RAS, challenges achieving 
model stability, model interpolation techniques, and computed tailwater submergence. SCHNABEL 
recommended employing 3D CFD for dams where spillway capacity was of concern as costly 
rehabilitation efforts might be avoided by acquiring a refined discharge rating curve. 
METHOD 
The focus of this study was to test several methods to develop and compare spillway discharge rating 
curves for spillway/bridge combinations common in Delaware. The author endeavoured to use best 
modelling practices such as sufficient grid refinement, selection of appropriate empirical coefficients, 
changes of default model numerics, achievement of model stability, etc. No measured hydraulic data 
was available to verify the results of modelling techniques; therefore, comparisons were limited 
among employed methods. The following methods were selected for use: 
 
1. Weir Equation and HY-8 Combination: the culvert modelling software HY-8 v7.5 (FHWA 
2016) was used to compute the headwater elevations and flow profiles at bridges downstream 
of investigated spillways. The weir equation shown in Eqn. 1 was used to estimate weir flow 
with weir coefficients, C, and methods to account for submergence effects taken from 
BRATER and KING (1976). Weir tailwater elevations were assumed to equal the bridge 
headwater elevations. 
 𝑄𝑄 = 𝑄𝑄1 × 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄1  where 𝑄𝑄1 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻11.5 = 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻1𝑛𝑛 and 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄1 = 𝑓𝑓 ��𝐻𝐻2𝐻𝐻1�𝑛𝑛� (1) 
2. HEC-RAS 1D: steady HEC-RAS 1D v5.0.7 (USACE 2016) was used to solve conservation 
of energy for sites of interest while accounting for energy losses from friction and 
contraction/expansion effects. Terrains developed with computer aided design (CAD) and 
geographic information systems (GIS) were represented with a series of cross sections. Weirs 
were modelled using inline structure elements and bridges were modelled using bridge 
elements. 
3. HEC-RAS 2D: unsteady HEC-RAS 2D v5.0.7 (USACE 2016) was used to solve the depth-
averaged St. Venant equations using a grid system to represent the underlying terrain, as 
developed with CAD and GIS. Spillways and bridges were modelled using SA/2D Area 
Connections with bridge openings represented as culverts per limitations of the software. 
4. Flow 3D: Flow 3D v12.0 (FLOW SCIENCE 2019), a commercially available CFD software, 
was used to solve the 3D, transient Navier-Stokes equations with the volume of fluid (VOF) 
method. The VOF method allowed the interface between the fluid and air to be sharp without 
using a very fine mesh, lending itself to reduced calculations compared to other CFD codes. 
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Additionally, the program provided 3D flow fields not available in lower order models. The 
spillway geometries and surrounding terrains were represented with solids in 
stereolithographic (STL) format developed with CAD and SketchUp. 
 
All tested methods used topographic information and structure data provided by the Delaware 
Department of Transportation (DelDOT) and Department of Natural Resources and Environmental 
Control (DNREC). Two sites were investigated for this study, designated as Site 1 and Site 2 as shown 
in Fig. 1. Site 1 consisted of a semi-circular sheet pile drop structure that discharged outflows through 
two downstream bridges, the first consisting of a single rectangular opening and the second consisting 
of three arched openings. Site 2 consisted of a primary linear weir and auxiliary linear weirs to either 
side that allowed flow to plunge into a rectangular channel and pass through a single rectangular 
bridge opening. 
 
Fig. 1 – Modelled Spillways: (a) Site 1 and (b) Site 2 (Photos courtesy of Schnabel Engineering) 
 
 
For all tested methods, the upstream boundary condition (BC) of Site 1 was specified as a volume 
flow rate while the upstream BC of Site 2 was specified as a fluid elevation to represent the associated 
reservoir level. The downstream BCs for both sites were modelled with rating curves developed in 
previous studies that accounted for tailwater. Manning’s coefficients were taken from CHOW (1959) 
to account for friction losses in the channel and surrounding floodplain. Viscous flow in the Flow 3D 
models was included with the renormalized group (RNG) turbulence model. Selection of this 
turbulence model was based on guidance from FLOW SCIENCE (2019) that the RNG model was the 
most robust turbulence closure scheme available. Model numerics were adjusted from their defaults 
based on the author’s experience; one such change was the use of the full momentum (St. Venant) 
equations for the HEC-RAS 2D model. 
 
Cross sections used in the HEC-RAS 1D models were located approximately 50 ft and 20 ft apart for 
Sites 1 and 2, respectively. HEC-RAS 2D models included total cell counts of approximately 39,900 
and 11,400 for Sites 1 and 2, respectively, with refinement and grid face alignment at structures. For 
(a) (b) 
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the Flow 3D models, nested meshes were used with refined mesh blocks located at areas of special 
interest (e.g., weir crest, downstream apron); total cell counts were 24.4 million and 4.3 million for 
Sites 1 and 2, respectively. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Site 1 
The spillway discharge rating curves for Site 1 were developed to an elevation approximately 9 ft 
above normal pool using the investigated methods. Only three flow rates were modelled with Flow 
3D for comparison as simulations required great lengths of time. Populating the computed discharge 
rating curve with additional data points was not feasible. The required effort to develop a discharge 
rating curve with each tested method varied from least effort required to most effort required as 
follows: weir equation and HY-8 combination, HEC-RAS 1D, HEC-RAS 2D, and lastly Flow 3D. 
Select graphical output for the employed methods are presented in Fig. 2 and the developed spillway 
discharge rating curves are presented in Fig. 3. An inset table is included in Fig. 3 that summarizes 
relative error among Flow 3D results and the other tested methods. Relative errors were calculated 
with Eqn. 2. 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 3𝐷𝐷−𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜
× 100% (2) 
 
Fig. 2 – Site 1 Select Graphical Output: (a) HEC-RAS 1D, (b) HEC-RAS 2D, and (c) Flow 3D 
 
 
Fig. 3 – Site 1 Spillway Discharge Rating Curve 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
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As shown in Fig. 3, the weir equation and HY-8 combination tended to produce lower discharges up 
to approximately EL 13.0 as compared to Flow 3D; however, for reservoir levels greater than this, 
the weir equation and HY-8 combination estimated greater discharges than Flow 3D. Similar results 
occurred for the HEC-RAS 1D model with greater differences than those of the weir equation and 
HY-8 combination. HEC-RAS 2D showed relatively good agreement with Flow 3D for its three 
tested flow rates. 
 
Site 2 
The spillway discharge rating curves for Site 2 were developed to an elevation approximately 9 ft 
above normal pool. Four upstream reservoir levels were tested with Flow 3D as simulation times 
were less than those for Site 1, largely due to the fewer number of cells. The required effort to develop 
a discharge rating curve for Site 2 varied in the same manner as Site 1. Select graphical output for 
Site 2 are presented in Fig. 4 and the developed spillway discharge rating curves are presented in Fig. 
5. An inset table summarizing relative errors among Flow 3D and the other tested methods, calculated 
with Eqn. 2, is included in Fig. 5. 
 
Fig. 4 – Site 2 Select Graphical Output: (a) HEC-RAS 1D, (b) HEC-RAS 2D, and (c) Flow 3D 
 
 
Fig. 5 – Site 2 Spillway Discharge Rating Curve 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
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For Site 2, the weir equation and HY-8 combination method tended to produce lower discharges for 
almost all tested reservoir levels of the Flow 3D model, save EL 31.0 where results showed good 
agreement. The HEC-RAS 1D results only showed good agreement at EL 34.0, otherwise discharges 
were not consistently lower or greater than those estimated with Flow 3D. HEC-RAS 2D produced 
results similar to the weir equation and HY-8 combination with slightly lower discharges estimated.  
 
Although no verification of the results was possible due to the lack of measured physical hydraulic 
data, it is the author’s opinion that the Flow 3D model better captured the complex hydraulics of Site 
2, specifically flow over the walls perpendicular to the primary weir and the turbulent nature in the 
rectangular channel upstream of the bridge opening. For both Sites 1 and 2, differences among 
developed spillway discharge rating curves may have been due to a number of factors including: 
structure representation (e.g., inline structure, SA/2D Area Connection, STL image), selection of 
coefficients (e.g., constant weir coefficient, Manning’s coefficient), boundary condition parameters 
(e.g., zero velocity), employed numerical method (e.g., finite difference, finite volume), bias from the 
modeller, etc. Without measured data it is difficult to know which method(s) produced the most 
accurate spillway discharge rating curve for the sites investigated. With additional information, it is 
likely that most if not all methods could be calibrated and brought into agreement with one another. 
However, it is often the engineer’s knowledge and understanding of the available modelling 
techniques that allow for the successful estimation of a discharge rating curve and associated spillway 
capacity. 
CONCLUSION 
In this study, several modelling techniques were tested to develop spillway discharge rating curves 
for two spillways in Delaware, both in close proximity to downstream bridges and often subject to 
tailwater submergence. Each method produced a unique discharge rating curve; however, lower order 
methods that shared approximations tended to agree up to a site-specific threshold. The discharges 
calculated with 3D CFD were not always greater or lower than those calculated with empirical 
equations, 1D or 2D hydraulic computer models, or combinations thereof. 
 
The successful selection of an appropriate modelling technique and interpretation of its results are 
dependent on an engineer’s knowledge and understanding of the site-specific conditions and available 
methods. Careful consideration should be given to governing equations and effectiveness of 
representing site geometries when selecting which method(s) to use when developing a spillway 
discharge rating curve and associated spillway capacity, especially when complex site conditions or 
hydraulics may be better captured with a higher order model. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
C Weir coefficient [L-1/2T-1] 
H1 Upstream head [L] 
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H2 Downstream head [L] 
L Weir length [L] 
n Exponent in the free discharge equation 
Q Submerged volumetric flow rate [L3T-1] 
Q1 Free volumetric flow rate [L3T-1] 
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